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AB.STRACT
Welded built-up members are being used more frequently in
steel construction due to economy, convenience and aesthetics. The
residual stresses produced in the members as a result of the welding
play an important role in the buckling streng~h of the members.
This dissertation presents the results of an investigation
into the elastic, elastic-plastic and plastic buckling of steel
plates containing residual stresses. Particular attention is given
to the local buckling of built-up columns of box-shaped cross section.
The material of the members is steel with a stress-strain
relationship assumed to be elastic perfectly plastic, and with a
Poisson's ratio of 0.3 in the elastic range and 0.5 in the plastic
range.
The analysis of the behavior of the plate material in the
plastic range was based on both the secant modulus deformation theory
and the flow theory. The theorem of minimum potential energy was
applied to solve the buckling problem. A simplified residual stress
distribution was used in the analysis.
Analytical solutions were obtained for the elastic, elastic-
plastic and plastic buc~ling ofa plate simply supported at the load-
ing edges with the other edges:
- 1 -
-2
a) elastically restrained
b) simply supported
c) fixed.
Numerical examples of the analytical solution were presented
for the study on the strength of local buckling of square built-up
columns, that is, case (a) above. This study showed that the first
term of the series of the assumed deflection function,
was sufficient to investigate the
•
•
elastic, elastic-plastic and plastic buckling of the plate with resi-
dual stresses.
An experimental study was performed on two short columns to
check the theory for the square built-up column of the numerical
examples. Good agreement was obtained with the results of the numer-
ical calculation for elastic buckling and for elastic-plastic buck-
ling, based on the secant modulus deformation theory. The experi-
ments also showed that the ultimate load was very close to the
cri tical buckling load for the elastic-plastic buckling, but._ that
the post buckling strength was large for the elastic buckling •
1 • I NT ROD U C T I ON
This dis:sertation presents the results of an analytical
and experimental investigation into the elastic, elastic-plastic
and plastic buckling .of steel plates with residual stresses.
Particular attention is given to the local buckling of built-up
columns of box-shaped cross section .
.Welded built-up members are being used mQre frequently
in steel construction due to economy, convenience and aesthetics.
These members contain residual stresses due to welding, but it is
only recently that research on the be~avior of members under load
has shown that the residual stress distribution inherent in the
cross section plays a major role in their strength •
.When a plate containing residual stresses is subjected to
thrust, it will behave elastically until the thrust reaches a cer-
tainvalue which causes yielding at some point in the plate. Under
a thrust less than this value, the plate may buckle elastically•
. When the thrust exceeds this value, some parts of the plate
start to yield due to the presence of compressive residual stress·es
resulting from welding. Thereafter, the plate consists of elastic
and plastic parts and the buckling of the p~ate is called elastic-
plastic buckling. The th'~ory of elasticity is no longer applicable
- 3 -
•(1) -4
to the plastic parts. As the thrust increases, the plastic zone
in the plate will widen and the method of analysis becomes compli-
cated for the elastic-plastic buckling of the plate.
Two types of plastic theory, the deformation theory and
the flow theory, will be employed to analyze the behavior of the
plas tic zone.
When the thrust reaches the value which makes the plate
completely plastic,the plate cannot carry any more load for the
case when the material is assumed to be of elastic perfectly plas-
tic material. The buckling at this magnitude of the thrust is
called plastic buckling.
It had been believed that residual stresses do not affect
elastic buckling of members, but this is only true for the case of
column buckling of the Euler type. Residual stresses do influence
the elastic buckling of members whose strength is a function of the
produce of the stress and the exponent of the lever arm when this
exponent is other than unity or zero. This occurs with torsional
buckling of columns and the local buckling of plates.
Prior to the investigation of this dissertation, the in-
fluence of residual stresses on the buckling strength of the plates
has not been studied except for some particular cases of elastic
buckl~ng.
(1)
In the analysis of this study, the theorem of minimum
potential energy has been applied to solVe the buckling problem
for which the residual stress distribution has been simplifiedo
-5
..
..
Analytical solutions were obtained for the elastic, elas-
tic-plastic, and plastic buckling of a plate with residual stresses,
in the following three cases when the plate is simply supported at
the loading edges, and at the other edges is:
a) elastically restrained
b) simply supported
c) fixed.
The solution is numerically illustrated for the local buck-
ling of a built-up column of a square cross section. This is an
application of the solution to case (b). The numerical calcula-
tion was carried out by a digital computer, the L.G.P.30 at
Lehigh University.
Two short columns of square cross section were tested to
check the numerical computation for the elastic and elastic-plas-
tid buckling cases.
The new contributions of this dissertation are the theore-
tical and e~ptrimental investigation of the elastic, elastic-plas-
tic, and plastic buckling of a plate containing residual stresses,
with particular attention paid to·the local buckling of box-shaped
columns.
2. LIT ERA T U R E SUR V E Y
A thin plate may fail due to lateral deflection when the
plate is subjected to compressive forces, shearing forces or their
combination in its plane along the sides. The differential equa-
(1)
tion of such plates, originally derived by Saint Venant ,has
the following form:
where
D = flexural rigidity of th~ plate
W = deflectionoi' the plate
"
normal stress components in the cartesian
coordinates
'Tx..'1 shearing stress in the cartesian coordtantes
S = Young's modulus
h = thickness of plate
)I = Poisson's ratio
(2)(3) . .
In 1891, G. H. Bryan investigated theoretically th.~
phenomenon of buckling of rectangular p'1ates which were simply·'
supported on all edges and acted upon on two opposite sides by a
- 6 -
(2) -7
uniformly distributed compressive force in the plane of the plate.
He applied the energy criterion of stability to the buckling.
. . (1)(4)More than f~fteen years later, S. Timoshenko,
. (5) (6) (7) (8)
H. Re~ssner, K.,Sezawa, H.Wagner, and G. I. Taylor
treated problems concerning the buck1irig of rectangular plates
fixed at edges and also under various boundary conditions. In
particular, Timoshenko investigated extensively the stability of
plates with various conditions of support under compressive forces,
shearing forces or their comhtrt'at:1o"n.
,An attempt to extend the theory of plate stability into
the inelastic range was made by F.B1eich~9) by considering the
plate which has a reduced modulus of elasticity in the direction
of the loading, but which retains the Young's modulus in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the loading. The equilibrium equation in
this case~ecomes:(3)
where
(2.2)
eXt = !=t/ E
tangent'modu1us
•(2)
The middle term in the parentheses is associated with the dis tor-
tion of a square element of the plate due to the twisting moment
acting on that element~3) Taking into consideration the limiting
values 1 and o(t ' the coefficient of the middle term was assumed
arbitrarily as~ •
-8
(10)
On the other hand, E. Chwalla, M. Ros and A. Eichenger(ll)
assumed that the plate is isotropic in the plastic range and hence
that the modulus of elasticity is the same in both directions. The
corresponding equilibrium equation becomes:
(2.3)
where
Er-
=
= reduced modulus
From this equation the critical buckling stress is ~r
times that in the elastic range.
As the theory of plasticity developed after 1940, new
theories of plastic buckling were presented.
There were two main curren~s in this development, one based
(12) .
on Hencky's deformation theory and the other onPrandlt-
Reuss,(13)(14) flow theory.After1940,Bijlaard(15) and Ilyushin(16)
(2) -9
•
independently applied the deformation stress-strain relationship to
the pla'te buckling problem and obtained a solution. The deforma-
(17) (18)
tion theory was further developed by Stowell who modified
. (19)
it based on Shanley's concept.which is e~plained below. The
improved Stowell theory showed a good agreement with experimental
results. In contrast with the deformation theory, Handelman-Prager
(20) .in 1948 presented the buckling theory of plates ~n the plastic
range, based on the flow theory. The flow theory, which is more
complete than the deformation theory from the viewpoint of mathe-
matical theory of plasticity, showed no resemblance to the experi-
(21)(22)(23) ·(24).
mental results. Pearson ~mproved the flow theory by
using Shanley's concept.
According to Shanley's concept of the tangent modulus
theory,inelastic buckling of uniformly loaded members will occur
at the tangent modulus load. It is assumed that there is no strain
reversal in any part of the member at the instant of buckling, and
that buckling of the member proceeds simultaneously with increase
in load.. This improved theory still gave much higher critical
values when compared to experimental results.
Onat and Drucker(25) investigated the influence of initial
imperfections on torsional buckling of a simplified model of a ~ni-
form cruciform cross section and showed that the flow theory leads
to a reasonable correlation with experiment when unavoidable initial
imperfections are taken into account. However, their conclusions
(2)
-10
have no application to the general study of plate buckling.
In 1955, Yamamoto(26) presented the theory of plastic
buckling of plates with consideration .of the effect of an initial
imperfection. The theory predicts, approximately, the tangent
modulus load and correlates reasonably with test results.
In the following year, Th~rlimann and Ha~ijer(27) devel-
oped the plastic buckling theory of plates, based on the flow theory .
.Taking into account the initia.l imperfections~ the four independent
instantaneous flexure and shear moduli of~n orthotropic plate were
determined from the test results of the material under considera-
tion. This theory gave good correlation with experimental results .
.Wl1en plates are used as members of structures, such as
built-up columns, shells of ship structures, plate girders and so
on, the structures are quite often fabricated by welding. Residual
stresses due to welding have presented problems concerning their in-
fluence on the strength of welded structures. Before the strength
of welded structures could be studied, it was necessary to know the
behavior of materials due to welding.
Before 1936, the analytical and experiment~l investigation
and independently showed, both analy-
complete process of welding.
(29)
Rosenthal simultaneously
of the welded joint had presumed an elastic behavior throughout the
(28)Boulton and Lance Martin and
•
tically and experimentally, that welding induced plastic deformation
(2) -11
of material in and near the weld, and that the residual stresses re-
Experimental work was carried out by many other inves-
to (40) (41)
Okerblom studied the deformations of welded
sulting after cooling were due to these plastic deformations. Further
d b F ·· (30)ma e Y uJ~taanalytical and experimental investigations were
(31)
and Tall.
(a~{)
tigators.
metal structures and presented a theoretical method for the calcula-
tionof welding .deformations.
In 1960 Okerblom presented a paper(42) concerning the influ-
ence of residual stresses on the stability of welded structures and
structural.members based on experimental results. His paper showed
the possibility of elastic buckling of plate elements in the struc-
ture due to welding.
. (43)
In the same year Yoshiki and others investigated analy-
tically the influence of residual stresses on the elastic buckling
of center welded plates with the aid of integral equations and
showed that the residual stresses could influence the elastic buck-
ling strength of a plate, particularly in certain cases of residual
stress distribution.
References 42 and 43 are apparently the only two papers con-
cerned with elastic buckling of plates with residual stresses .. There
is no research on plate buckling other than in the elastic range .
•
..
3. P L ATE B U C K LIN G
3.1 Stress-Strain Relationship in the Elastic and the
Plastic· Ranges
When the deformation and stresses of plates are analyzed,
the relationship be'tween stress and strain must be defined both in
the elastic and plastic ranges of the material, The most funda-
mental relation of stress and strain is that obtained from a cou-
pon test ~n uniaxial tension or compression. Figure 3,1(a) shows
a typical stress-strain relationship of a strain hardening material
and Fig. 3.l(b) presents an idealized stress-strain relationship
(elastic perfectly plastic) for steel, used in the analysis of.this
dissertation.
In the elastic range the well established theory of elas-
ticf ty is based on the following relaticmship between stress and
strain (44) (45);
- 12 -
(3.1) -13
•
E =0
-t l 0-;( - )) (f~ + o-z') );x..
c'j - ~ ( cr; - V (o-z + o-~) )
Cz = t (0-;. - V ( Ox-+ (f~) J
O':lz=
2(I+JJ)
T':1Z (3.1)E
rz:t.=
2(1+)1)
TZx.l=:
tJ,.'j= 2 (I +11) T;x..:1E.
. where
EA E~ Ez = normal strain components in the cartesian
I' coordinates
~z ~~ ~~~= shearing strain components in the cartesian
} } coordinates
= normal stress components in the cartesian
coordinates
y ~ T = shearing stress components in the cartesian
::11., 'Z"-, ;(:1
coordinates
When the problem under consideration is one of plane stress,
such as is the case with thin plates, this relationship becomes
simpler since trZ ' T~z .. and Tzx.. are zero:
(3.1)
eX. = ~ (O:t. - va;)
E~ = -t ((fj - II ();l. )
-14
(3.2)
In the plastic range the analysis of the plate material may
be based on either the deformation theory or the flow theory.
The deformation theory(12) assumes a one-to-one correspon-
dence between stress and strain in the plastic range when the mater-
ial is under load. (13) (14)The flow theory, on the other hand, assumes
a one-to-one correspondence between the rate of change of stress and
the rate of change of strain.
The important basic difference between these two theories
lies in the fact that the stress-strain relationship is indepen4ent
of the loading history in the deformation theory. In the flow theory,
the strain depends upon the manner in which the state of stress is
obtained. Although it appears logical that the loading history must
(21)(22)(23)playa role, test. results have shown that only the de-
formation theory gives good results.
The secant modulus deformation theory assumes that the ma-
terial is isotropic in the plastic range and that, the intensities
of stress and strain are defined by the square root of the second
invarient of the stress and strain tensors, with cOl1sLah't"'factors
(3.1)
thaF,,<_is;fo.~ the state of plane stress.
().
= ~ cr: + 2 2(J <Ix ()j + 3 1:L ::J
(3:3)
E· ::::: 2 V 2 2 -r/4l. {3 E,.. + E. ~ + Co(. E. ~ +
where
(Jl. = intensity of stress
£. = intensity of strain..
Under proportional loading, the assumed isotropy of the
material requires th.e relationship between stress and strain to
be of such a form that
-15
where
E S = secant modulus
(3.4)
Accordingly, the stress-strain relationship during the process of
loading is:
f x
I
( (}4 - J) (J~ 1::::: ~
f: J (6j-))~) (3.5)- Es~
t = 2 ( 1+ V) 'l:,,-~
::l.~ Es
(3.1) -16
For unloading, the material is assumed to behave completely
• elastically and the relationship between stress and strain may be
defined as follows:
d E = -' {d 0- -! lJ d(J. 1
:to E -;(. j
d f.~ = +(d er~ - v dO'"",.: ) (3.6)
..
where the relationship is given in the form of a variation to
eliminate the effect of a permanent set .
Based on the flow theory, the stress-strain relationship for
loading may be defined by the following equations(20)
I (. }.. I •E - A cr - ( 11 + ---) (/ J
:t E x 2 ':l
(3.7)
£ _I (_ (V + }.. -I ) <i- _ (v _~ a- ))
'Z E z x 4 ~
where
.
f:)C., £!:l,E Z = rate of change of strain components in the car-
tesian coordinates with respect to the independent
parameter
<Ix. J (f"l:j ,o-z = rate of change of stress components in the car-
tesian coordinates with respect to the independent
parameter
E/"E t
(3.2)
The equations for unloading are:
I [. • )E;(. = E O""x - 'JJ o-~
1 (. • )E~ = ~ (J~ -}I a:.
3.2 Potential Energy in the Plate
-17
(3.8)
•
The strain energy per unit volume which is stored during
(46)
the deformation of the plate may be expressed by :
where
(ex Y'
J <rx. acx. +
o
(3.9)
VV = strain energy stored in the plate.
This i~ ',an equation valid both in the elastic range and in the
plastic range. The actual evaluation of the strain energy will be
performed by introducing the stress-strain relationships presented
in Section 3.1 and by integrating dW over the entire volume of the
plate.
The total potential energy is obtained in the form of a
summation of the strain energy stored in the p1ate,W, and thew6rk
(3.2) -18
•
done by the external forces acting on the plate, U, with an arbitrary
additive constant depending on the reference position. The value of
this arbitrary constant may be selected by making the poteptial energy
equation to zero for a suitable reference position. In stability
problems, it is usually convenient to take the loaded state prior to
buckling as such a reference position.
The potential energy ~t buckling, with the reference position
as that prior to buckling, may be expressed for the following cases:
(a) in the elastic region, arid (b) in the plastic region, where both
the deformation and the flow theories are used .
(at For the elastic part of the plate, the energy equation may
be shown to be(l)
(( 2 2. 2 2 2 ':>. . 2 2
V= J) ~ ((:~) + 2 (1- V) (o~~~ +2V (~~K~;;)+(~~))dx d~.
\~I! - ...
p.10)
where
v = potential eqergy of l the plate.
(b) In contrast with the above one expression for the elastic
.,. . '.'.
..
part, the energy equations for the pl~stic part of ;he plate are
presented b,e~ow in two different forms:: One is based on the secant
"'<;>"~FOdU1US deformation theory and the other on the flow theory,
(3,2)
which were described in Section 3,1.
-19
Stowell improved Ilyushin's deformation theory by basing it
on the Shanley concept that no strain reversal occurs in any part
of the member under a uniform compressive load, Equation 3,11 was
derived in this study, and resembles Stowell's equation, The
difference between Stowell's equation and Eq, 3.11 is in the co-
, I'
efficients C3 and C3
2-
In Stowell's equation c l = CIl=I- 2 ~o;+2"t d;:
3 3 4 0-2-
l.
2. 2 :z.:2 :2 2
+ Cll ( "W )( ClW") C ('0 l.lJ )( '0 VJ ) + (OW) 1d d
3 ,rx..~ 7)''12 - ... -;;r ox..a-'1 Cs ()~2 X ~
where
(3.11)
c,
C
2.
I
C
:3
2
<rx 2-1- -2 (I-v) d\.
a-i.
•
ell = 2 ( )) _ <rx. <r~ (I _ ))2) ~ )
3 a-.
\.
4 cr~ "'[:x.~ ( I - 2C = 2 )) ) ~4 cr.
e
2-
cr'j 2
(5 = --2- ( I -11 ) d'C
cr.
\.
cK I- E / Et S
= flexural rigidity of plate in the plastic rangeibased on the deformation theory, = Es ·h3/l2(1-V )
(3.,p
When the integral of Eq. 3.11 is applied to the elastic
-20
•
zone, the coefficients change and Et = E = E so that the Eq. 3.11sec
coincides with Eq. 3.10.
(24)
Pearson introduced Shanley's concept into Handelman-
Prager's equations for plastic buckling of plates(20) which were
based on the flow theory. The following energy equation was derived
in this study by using Pearson's considerations and the Handelman-
Prager equations.
where
•
C.
I
II
C
3
C
5
2(I-V)(>--+3)
4 (1- 1/) (2 }) + A. -I )
( 5 - 4v) >-.. - ( r - 2 v.l"
4A ( 1_ jl2)
= flexural rigidity of plate in the plastic range,
based on the flow theory, = E h3 / 12 (1- v2 ) •
(3.3) -21
Equation 3.12 may also be reduced to Eq. 3.10 for the e1as-
•
tic zone, since Et = E.
The energy equations are easily handled in elastic-plastic
problems by properly adjusting the coefficients of the strain energy
for the elastic and plastic parts of the plate.
3.3 Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy and Equilibrium
Differential Equation
From the theory of elasticity the theorem of minimum poten-
(47)
tia1 energy may be stated as
"Of all displacements satisfying
the given boundary conditions
those which satisfy the equili-
brium equation make the poten-
tial energy an absolute minimum."
Conversely, when the potential energy of the body is a minumum the
body is in a state of equilibrium.
This is valid only for an elastic body, but not necessarily
obeying Hooke's law. This fact implies that as long as the body is
not subject to unloading .in the plastic range this theorem is in
effect. In this study the two theories used for solving the buck-
ling problem are the secant modulus deformation theory and the flow
theory; both are modified by Shan1ey's concept. Consequently it is
assumed that there is no place in the plate which is subject to
(3.3)
-22
•
•
strain reversal at the instant of buckling and the theorem of minimum
potential energy can be applied.
The fact that the theorem of minimum potential energy does
lead to equilibrium .differential equations in the plastic range
(when no unloading occurs) was proved by comparing these equations
with the equilibrium differential equations obtained from considera-
tion of the equilibrium of an element of the body. This was done
for both plasticity theories in this dissertation.
The differential equations of equilibrium of the plate in
the plastic range are shown as follows for .both plasticity theories:
(a) secant modulus deformation theory
. Z 2 2
- h (J (0 lAf) + 2 L ( aw ) + (f ( 0~) ]
- - D x. oxz oX o'j ~ o~
d
where
c
= C in Eq. (3.11)'''., I I
C II.= C
2- Z
C C l + ell II=;; 3 "3
C C II
1- 4
C C II
-5 5
(3.13)
•(3.4)
(b)
-23
flow theory
04W + 2C o'tl)J
C 4 z 2
I <3 X 3 ax o'j
where
(3.14)
•
c = C
\ I
c = c l + ell
3 3 3
c C
5 5
in Eq. (3.12)
"
"
•
The characteristic values of the above. differential equa-
tions (3.13 and 3.14) give the exact values of buckling of strength.
In general, a calculation using this exact method for
solution of the differential equations is much more involved than
the energy method. If the solution of the differential equation
is difficult to obtain, the energy method can be used as a powerful
tool to solve the problem to sufficient accuracy for engineering
purposes.
3.4 Introduction of Residua~.Stresses into the Plate Equation
In the case of an elastic isotropic plate of a constant
thickness, h, which is subjected to edge thrust in the.x direction
•(3.4)
the equilibrium equation may be expressed as:(l)
-24
- 0- h
x (3.15)
Next, consider the edge thrust being applied in two steps.
(I)
The stresses corresponding to these two load increments are ~x,~
and
(2)
~,~ (Fig. 3.2). At the end of the first. load ~ncrement,
the differentiai equation becomes:
4
our +2~
where
( (I») h(}x,~ (3.16)
(')
~~J~ = normal stress in x direction due to the first
loading, varying with respect to the y ordinate.
Keeping the first load increment constant and applying the second
load increment, the differential equation becomes:
D( (3.17)
where
= normal stress in x direction due to the second
loading, varying with respect to the y ordinate.
The.same concept may also be applied to a plate which con-
sists of several parts, a,b, .... Each of these parts is homogeneous
•(3.4) -25
in itself, but different fro~ each other. Each part is subject to
a stress from the first load increment. The following simultaneous
differential equations hold true for the elastic isotropic plate
when the second load increment is uniformly applied to the whole
plate.
=- (3.18)
•
where
D D -- - D
Q.J b) m
= bending rigidity of plate in the domains of
a, b, .
•
(f) IJ) (l)_
er cr- --- (J = normal stre~ses iri-,thedomains of a, b, .
~, b, ~ due to the first loading
E E --~E= Young's MOdulus in the domains of a, b,Q. I b I -..,
h h---h = thickness of plate in the domains of a, b, .
0.., b, ""
(2)
-C = increment of strain due to second loading
The solutions to Eqs. 3.18 must satisfy the proper boundary
conditions along the conjunction of each part (including the edges
of the plates) .
The boundary condition may be expressed as:
(3.4)
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gl(X,~) = 0
9 2 (x, ~ ) = 0
.., (3.19)
9 (:x}~) = 0
n
Introducing the boundary conditions into the solutions of
the differential equations n simultaneous homogeneous equations are
obtained for w fromEq. 3.19. Therefore, a non-trivial solution will
be obtained only when the coefficient determinant is zero. The
characteristic value of (2)e corresponds to the critical buckling
.strain of a plate with a system of initial loadings.
The procedure of load increments may be illustrated for the
energy method in a manner similar to that just completed for the
differential equation.
The corresponding coefficient determinant to the simultaneous
differential equation, Eq. 3.19, may be obtained by applying the Ritz
Method to the following energy equation, which is Eq. 3.10 modified
by taking into account the load increments.
(3.20)
(3.4)
In Eq. 3.20)
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are krlown for each
domain and (z')E. ·isunknown. The integration must be carried out
• separately in each domain. The extreme value of the total potential
energy will be determined from the homogeneous equations, that is,
= 0 (3.21)
where ta p is the coefficient of a sequence of functions which are
assumed as the deflection, the functiol1s satisfy the end conditions
and the sequence of families of the functions are relatively com-
(47)
plete. The determinant of Eq. 3.21 with respect to a p corresponds
to the determinant from the simultaneous differential equations
Eq. 3.18.
If the assumed shape of the deflection surface is the exact
one, the final solution is the same as the one which is obtained
from the solution of the differential equation .
.When the first load increment is the residual stress distri-
bution in the plate, the methods explained in this section will de-
termine the critical buckling strain for a plate containing residual
stresses. Moreover, the principle of this i!lethod of solution is
appiicable to both the elastic-plastic and the plastic cases within
the limits to which the theorem of minimum potential energy is valid,
that is, no unloading .. When (I)() is regarded as a residual stress,
an .. additional condition is imposed in that the distribution of
(3.4)
must be in equilibrium across the plate width.
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The above discussion was concerned with the problem of the
buckling of a plate with a system of residual stresses in .one direc-
(I)
t ion, ()7-, ~ •
In practice it is quite possible to have additional residual
(I)
stresses, that is, in the other direction, 'such as <r;,:x.
(I)
and/or rX.'::I
The same procedure as used above for the introduction .of
residual stresses
(/)
()x,1 into the equilibrium differential equa-
•
tion may .be directly used for the other systems of residual stresses,
and/or The differential equation of a plate with
(I) (/)
residual stresses, ()~.~ ~
.... J ) "::l>X
(I)
and t:";x,:1 under thrust in the
direction of the x axis may be expressed by Eq. 3.22, which corres-
ponds to Eq. 3.18.
. .;
(3.22)
Similarly, the energy equation in this case may be shown to be:
••
(3.4)
~\ h {. (I) (2) 2 (') (I) Z}_ . -!!' (<J + E E)(CW)+ 2 r {?Ju.T)I.i!JUJ )+cr (Ol(}) dx dj2 ;>(.J~ IYl 0:;( J'-'j \a:;( \.o':::l ~,)( (7 ~
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(3.23)
The Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23 are most general forms of Eqs. 3.17
and 3.20 and are applicable to a problem of plate buckling with
combined type of residual stresses. All these equations are for
the elastic domain, but similar equations may be derived for the
plastic domain, by taking into account the yield condition.
4, A N A L Y SIS
S T RE N G T H OF
RES I D U A L-
4,1 General Approach
o F B U C K LIN G
A P L ATE WIT H
S T RES S E S
•
In general, the buckling problem is handled mathematically
as a boundary value problem, From these equations characteristic
values are obtained, that is, critical loads, The energy method
for the stability problem leads to the so-called minimum values
which are obtained from the calculus of variation .
The exact solution of the differential equations of this
dissertation is very difficult to obtain. For this reason the prob-
lemwas solved by the energy method.
In Chapter 3 the stress-strain relat~onship and the strain
energy equations were presented for the elastic and plastic ranges.
Adopting a proper stress-strain relationship for each domain of the
plate, and assuming a suitable series of deflection functions which
are relatively complete, the potential energy in the plate may be
evaluated in the elastic or in the plastic parts taking into account
the effect of residual stresses in the plate. This potential energy
for the plate will be minimized with the aid of the Ritz method,
- 30 -
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•
which gives the equilibrium condition according to the theorem of
minimum potential energy. This results in a set of simultaneous
homogeneous equations. The non-trivial solution of this ,set of
simultaneous equations is obtained only if the coefficient deter-
minant is equal to zero. The roots of such a determinant corres-
pond to the boundary-value problem characteristic values of which
the lowest is the desired buckling load.
In the analysis, the material is presumed to be steel and
assumed to be elastic perfectly plastic and incompressible.
4.2 Residual Stress Distribution
Steel structures fabricated by welding contain residual
stress due to plastic deformations set up by the temperature grad-
ient induced at welding.
Two residual stress patterns may be regarded as typical
for welded plates and for shapes fabricated from plates by welding,
One is due to an edge weld, and the other due to a center weld.
(4.2) -32
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Built-up box sections, stiffened plates, webs of I-shapes
and channel sections, all correspond to the first residual stress
distribution, and flanges of I sections to the second distribution.
The buckling strength of these plate elements may be inves-
tigated in the same way.
The main purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the
local buckling of built-up box sections. For this reason, this study
was directed to the buckling of plates with residual stresses due to
edge welds.
';:"
The residual stress patterns of welded plates have been
studied both theoretically and experimentally~3l)(5l) The residual
stress pattern in this study will be of the form shown in Fig. 4.1,
which corresponds to the pattern obtained in experimental work.
It is advantageous to simplify the residual stress distribu-
(31)
tion for the analysis of the buckling strength of plates~ Such
simplifications maybe made in the form of straight,parabolic or
sinusoidal lines, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
The curve maybe chosen from the viewpoint of the accuracy
of the simplified curve and the simplicity of handling in the analy-
- s.1.,s.
" ,,' , "iI<\.,:~~
• i~
The residual stress distribution assumed must satisfy the
requirement that the equilibrium of residual stresses in the plate
(4.2)
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•
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must be maintained and that the stress at any point may not exceed
r.
the yield point of the material. Usually, the curve is assumed to
be synunetric with respect to its center line because of synunetry
of plate and:of welding conditions.
The residual stress distribution is normally the same for
similar plates welded under similar conditions. But the distribu-
tion is not always the same for different plate sizes and differ-
ent welding conditions. For example, Fig. 4.2(c) is a good approxi-
mation for small widths. .With increasing width, the simplified
distribution of Fig. 4.2(e) is a good approximation with its con-
stant residual stress distribution; it is appropriate in.most prac-
tical cases. The residual stress distribution along the length is
the same except in the vicinity of the end portion, approximately
(51)
the dimension of the width.
The assumption that the distribution of residual stress does
not vary along the plate infers that shearing stress due to residual
stress can not exist in the plate. This is shown in Appendix A.
The residual stress distribution shown in Fig. 4.3(a) was
chosen as a pattern appropriate for this study.
By adjusting appropriate parameters this distribution of
residual stress can be readily reduced to other patterns such as
those shown inFig. 4.3 (b), Fig. 4.3 (c) and Fig. 4.3 (d) .
(4.2) -34
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Referring to.Fig. 4.3(a) when (b - b2) is assumed to be
zero, the distribution changes to that of Fig. 4.3(b).When
(b2 - bo ) = 0 Fig. 4.3(c) results, and when (b - b2) = 0, bo = 0,
the distribution is transformed to the pattern of Fig. 4.3(d).
In particular, the distribution of Fig. 4.3(c) is taken as a reason-
able simplification for plates with large bit ratios .
.Strictly speaking, the structural steel plate is neither
homogeneous nor isotropic. This is particularly true when the stress
is near the yield point. But it is customary to regard the material
as homogeneous and even isotropic in the elastic range since the
resulting error is rather small .
When the material is subjected to heat treatment due to weld-
ing, the material properties change aI)d among the mechanical prop-
erties the change in the yield point is pronounced in the vicinity
of weld due to the introduction .of new metal, electrode, and due to
the heat input. In built-up box sections, these changes are limited
to small areas around the weld and the change there has only a slight
influence on the buckling strength of the plate because the weld and
the heat affected zone are at, and close to, the boundary of plate
element. .Theplastification of the material starts at.the middle
and progresses to the edges under the compressive load. The stress
at the heat-affected zone will remain tensile even with compressive
stresses acting on the plate due to external forces in the case of
elastic and eh.stic-plastic buckling of plates.
(4.3) -35
The elastic-plastic and plastic buckling of a plate with
•
•
•
residual stresse,s may occur earlier or later than the buckling of
a plate free of residual stresses, depending upon the type of resi-
dual stress. Early buckling is caused by early plastification when
the residual stress' is compressive in the middle of the plate. Like-
wise, later buckling occurs when the residual stress is tensile in
the middle of the plate. Therefore, a low estimation of the yield
point at and in the vicinity of the weld is presumed to have very
little effect on the prediction of buckling strength of the plate
since the weld is located at the supporting edge.
In this study, the yield point of the material is assumed
to have the same value over the entire plate in both tension and
compression and equal to the average value of the yield point of
the parent material.
4.3 Relationship Between Stress and Strain, and Secant and Tangent
Moduli Under Load
When a plate free of residual stresses is subjected to a
/"
thrust on opposite edges, the stress and the strain in the plate
are distributed uniformly. The relationship between them is speci-
fied by Eqs. 3.2, 3.5 and 3.7 in the elastic and plastic ranges.
0-:. :.;
The secant modulus was defined as E s =' E:~ \: (Eq. 3.4), and the tan-
... .
gent modulus is zero in the plastic range because the material is
assumed to be perfectly plastic.
(4.'3) -36
For the case where residual stresses exist in the plate,
•
..
the stress and strain in the plate are no longer uniform, although
their relationship at any point is still governed by Eqs. 3.2, 3.5
and 3.7.
The basic residual stress distribution used for computa-
tion is given in Fig. 4.3(a). When edge thrust is applied, the
average increment of strain, ~ E is superimposed upon the resi-
<rrdual strain and the actual strain at any point is E~ = ~ -~c
Therefore, the stress at the point is ~ = ( i -b.. E. ) E in
the elastic range and a: at and above the yieid strain.
•
•
For elastic buckling, the critical stress may be expressed
by the product of Young's modulus and the critical strain; for
plastic buckling, the critical stress can not exceed the yield
stress in compression. Elastic-plastic buckling has a complicated
relationship between the strain and the growth of the plastic zone.
The following two equations give this relationship:
O:r
-
~ -
_I (~+ ~)( 0-;, + cr;; - I J (4.1)
CJy cry 2. b b cry cry
b (~-~)
(a;\ + ~ _I )
-' =
bo + <ry cry (4.2)b b b b· [ (Jrl + ~ )
cry, ay
(4.3) .. "
where
~ = E.c."Eo = ~r- for elastic buckling only
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.. =
=
=
average critical normal stress
mag.nitude of maximum compressive residual stress
in the assumed pattern
magnitude of maximum tensile residual stress in
the assumed pattern
•
oy yield stress i~ tension or compression
.Whena plate is subjected to ane:dge thrust, the states of
stress and strain are defined according to the magnitude of the
thrust and of the residual stress. These relatioqships are illus-
trated inFig. 4.4. Figure 4.4(a) is the basic residual stresses
distribution and the corresponding strains are evaluated by divid-
ing the stresses by Ei (Young's Modulus)J The re~ationship between
stress and strain is listed in Table 4.1 .
.When the thrust increases the strain by l:,.. E then, depend-
ing on the magnitude of ~ E , the plate may be in an elastic,
elastic-plastic or plastic state. Figure 4.4(b) shows stress and
strain distribution in the case of elastic buckling and Table 4.1
presents their relationship ..When some part of the platereache13
the yield point, the plate will be composed of elastic parts and
a plastic part. Figure 4.4(c) shows the stress and strain distri-
bution. Table 4.1 gives the relationship between stress, strain
and secant modulus .. Similarly, Fig. 4.4(d) and Table 4.1 give in-
formation onstress,.strain and secant modulus of the plate for plas-
tic buckling.
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It should be mentioned here that the residual strain at and
in the vicinity of the weld is generally higher than the tensile
yield strain .of the parent material, but the stress there cannot
be greater than the tensile yield point. As the edge thrust causes
additional compressive strains in the plate, the element of mater-
ial where the residual strain is greater than the tensile yield
strain behaves according to the elastic law since there is an un-
loading of tension.
4.4 Local Buckling of Built-Up Columns
Among the problems of buckling of plates with residual
stresses of this investigation, special attention was paid to the
study of the local buckling of built-up columns. Built-up columns
may be classified into two groups with respect to the shape of the
cross section, that is, closed sections or open sections.
The method of solution of this kind of problem is quite
similar for both sections except for the boundary conditions at
the free edges.
The study in this dissertation is limited to the case of
the closed section.
A closed column is composed of several walls each of which
consists of a flat plate. That is, the local buckling strength of
this kind of columns is reduced to the problem of buckling of plates
(4.4)
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connected at their edges. The local buckling of a column is solved
(45)
under the following assumptions~
1. The column does not buckle before local buckling of the
walls occurs..
2. The deflection at the conjunction of each plate is zero.
3. The deflection and bending moment at both loading e~ds
are zero ..
4. The angle between two adjacent plates does not change.
5. The wave length of buckling is identical on each wall,
and there is no phase lag between the walls.
Then, making referen.ce to Fig. 4.5 the above-mentioned
assumptions may be expressed in. the form of equations:
Assumption 2 may .bewritten .as
where
W" - 0
;.
(~)
:j = ± b
~
w: = deflection of plate on the side i
~
~ = y-axi.s of cartesian coordinate on a plate on
<- the side i
(i)
6 = half width of plate element on the side i
Assumption 4 may be written .as·
(4.4) -40
• e. e. }I.. 1..+1 (L):I. = 6
-I.
M = M
l ;'+1
(4.4)
e. e } eL>l i.-I ~. =- 6I..
M - M
L ~-c I
where
~ e. = angle of rotation .at edge of plate i
I..
M.
L
= bending moment per unit length of section of
plate perpendicular to x axis
The assumptions 3 and 5 suggest the following equation
for the deflection function:
where
·w = f. (::l,) Sin N ll'XLI.. l ' (4.5)
N = number of half waves in the direction .of the
x axis
L = entire length of column
f .(lj.) = deflection function in the direction of the
L I..
X axis
Special .attention should be paid to assumption 3 concern-
ing the influence of the aspect ratio of the plate elements upon
the critical.strain. According to assumption 3, no deflection and
no bending moment at the loading edges are assumed, although it
(4.4) -41
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•
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may not be true in actual cases, and this infers that the longi-
tudinal deflection .may be expressed in the form of sin N"Tt"~ •
Studies(1)(45) on the elastic buckling of flat plates b,ave shown
that, for the plate with an aspect ratio of .more than 4, the buck-
ling strength is almost identical in both of the following two
cases, simply supported or fixed at tb,e loading edges , regardless
of edge conditions. From this, it is quite rational to estimate
that the .walls of a column will buckle at the ratio of £/b, which
gives the lowest critical value., that is) the case of a pla:te
simply supported at the loading edges, regardless of the condi-
tions. of the other edges. The local buckling of a built-up column
may be predicted from this point of view. Even though assumption
3 may not be correct in actual cases, it gives a good prediction
for the critical strain beca~se the problem under study is· con-
cerned with .the local buckling of built-up columns and tb,e aspect
ratio of plate elE!ments is more than four in most practical cases.
If the solution, ~ , of the differential equation contain-
ing the effect of residual stresses is obtained for each wall of
the column, it will b,ave four integration constants. The .boundary
condition,s, previously mentioned, give as many homogeneous .equ:a-
tions as there are integration constants in the solution of deflec-
tion. These equations have no independent coefficients, which are
not zero .simultaneously. To get the solution for this group of
equations, the coefficient .determinant of the equations must be
zero. In general, it is not easy to find a solution for a boundary
••
(4.5) -42
value problem except in simple cases. In this study it was not pos-
sible to obtain the particular solution for the differential equa-
tion except for the case where the residual stress distribution is
that of Fig. 4.3(c). In this case, the exact solution can be obtained
under the basic assumptions, but, the actual calculation is still
tedious and lengthy when compared with the energy method. To obviate
these difficulties, the energy method was chosen for this study.
When a column consists of s number of walls, it has s num-
ber of corners. Each corner supplies four boundary conditions,
w= 0, ,M.i = Mi +l and 9i = 9i+1 , that is, there are l+ s boundary con-
ditions ..
In the energy method, if a deflection function is assumed
in a form which has m independent coefficients for each plate, re.·s
independent cons tartt' need to be determined. The required num-
ber of conditions are supplied by the process of minimization of the
potential energy, V, with the aid of the Ritz Method,
?JV
'0 a.
L
- 0 .L = I) 2, - - - rn's (4.6)
Enough conditions then exist to analyze the problem.
4.5 Analytical Solutions for Buckling Strength of Plates with
Residual Stress
Analytical solutions are obtained for the elastic, elastic-
plastic and plastic buckling of a plate with residual stresses when
••
(4.5)
the plate is simply supported at the loading edges and at the
other edges is:
a) elastically restrained
b) simply supported
c) fixed.
From these results, the local buckling strength of a
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built-up column of rectangular cross section will be obtained. Case
(a) corresponds to a rectangular cross section, case (b) to a
, square cross section and case (c) to the limiting case. All these
cases are shown in Fig. 4.6.
4.5.1. Plate Elastically Restrained
- Rectangular Cross Section -
This type of cross section consists of two different pairs
of plates. (Fig. 4.7)
The following additional assumptions may be added to those
given in Section 4.4.
1. Material properties of all plates are the same: yield
point, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, both in the elas-
tic and plastic ranges.
2. Each pair of parallel plates are of the same size.
·
·
3. Each pair of parallel plates has the same residual stress
distribution.
(4.5)
4. The residual stress distribution in both pairs of plates
is similar in shape to each other (Fig. 4.7).
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Assumption 4 is reasonable for practical cases since the
size of plates do not differ so much as to produce different. patterns
of residual stresses. Moreover, this assumption leads to the fact
that the plastification starts in both pairs of plates at the same
time, leading to a certain degree of simplification in the compu-
tations.
The following considerations were made in the assumption
of a deflection function for the theoretical study. In the elas-
tic buckling of a plate without residual stresses, a plate simply
supported at four edges buckles in a sinusoidal form under edge
thrust. On the other hand, in the case of a plate simply support-
ed at the loading edges and fixes at sides,the deflection function,
w = [C05-rc- ~ -I] Sly) N-rr ~ as used by H. 1. cox(48)
is not a true deflection but a very good approximation. Each
element of a rectangular box column is regarded as a plate which
is supported simply at the loading edges and with various degrees
of fixity at the other edges. Consequently, it is reasonable to
assume that the plate will buckle into a form between those expressed
by the deflection functions in the cases of (b) and (c). A more
accurate result is obtained by taking a series of the deflection
functions in y direction ~nstead of a first one term. Although
the symmetry of deflection was tacitly assumed in the above
(4.5) -45
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•
discussion, it is quite rationa.l because the structure and its resi-
dual stress distribution are considered to be symmetric with refer-
ence to their center lines .
A combination of two series of sinuisoidal functions was
chosen as the deflection function for each plate element of a rec-
tangular box column, as shown inEq. 4.7.
(4.7)
where
a.
I'" } coefficients of deflection functions
h1, n. = positive integers
•
These deflections must satisfy the boundary conditions
enumerated in Section 4.4. The sYmmetry of the structure and the
assumed deflection reduces the number of the boundary conditions,
so that the boundary conditions at only one corner are sufficient
for the solution.
These deflection functions satisfy the condition that the
deflection vanishes at the edges, that is
(I)
uJ", = 0 at ~ = + 6I -
(4.8)
t2)
w
-
0 at t:l2. =± b2
(4.5) -46
The second condition is that the change of slope of both
• plates at their conjunction is the same,
or, rewriting
(4.9)
'OW"
( <) 'j22. )
~)
'::12 =:+6
(4.10)
.Substituting WI and LV z into Eq. 4.10, the relation of
the coefficients may be obtained,
a.
IWI
(4.11)
where
(:z)
b
0( =-(0
b
The bending moment at the corner of both plates must coin-
cide with each other. This condition infers that,
M
I (.)
~I = ± b
M
Z (2)
~2.=+b
(4.12)
(49)The bending moment in the plate may be expressed in
the form of
(4.5)
2 2
M = - D (o~ + v "O~)
0::1 ax.
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(4.13)
At the edge, and consequently the bend-
2
W = oW = ovJ = 0
_ a "X a -XZ
ing moment takes the following form:
boundary condition is
M = -D (iw)
"al:l
and the
+
(I)
~ = _ b
I
=.D
2
2(:?)
2
(2)
!:j2 =~ b
(4.14)
where Dland'D2 are the respective bending rigidities of the plates,
and, from Section 3.3,
• D 12(j-lf)
in the elastic range
Es h
3 ~
D =
Es h in the plastic range (4.15)
12 (I - v 2) qd (deformation theory)
7/ = 0.5
~ h3 i=. h3
D = -- in the plastic range
f 12(1-.r) t:r (flow theory)
11 = 0.5
The boundary condition Eq. 4.14 gives the relationship be-
tween the coefficients in the expression for wand vJ as
I 2
•
where
f[ C \(\ (4.16)
(4.5) -48
The coefficients of the deflection functions were determined
•
J
•
so as to satisfy all boundary conditions. Substituting the relation-
ship obtained above (Eqs. 4.11 and 4.16) into Eq. 4.7 the final
.assumed deflection may be shown to be
(4.17)
The first term in the brackets of the equation corresponds
to the deflection of a plate simply supported at all four edges and
the second term is associated with that for a plate simply supported
at the loading edges and fixed at the other edges.
Reasonably accurate results are obtained by taking only
the first term of each series (m = 1, n = 1) in Eq. 4.17. Then the
assumed deflection becomes:
(4.18)
~ = [d- Q cos (~ t) + ~ C{cos (-rr-~)-1) s;n N~ L
Introducing the above equations into the expression for the energy
integral and carrying out the integration in each part, the elastic
parts and the plastic part, and taking into consideration the differ-
ent stresses and the secant moduli, the total potential energy will
be obtained. V = Vl + V2 (where Vl and V2 are the potential energy
(4.5)
in each plate).
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Using the Ritz method and minimizing the potential energy
the partial differentiation with respect to the coefficients ~ and
c leads to the following homogeneous equations:
oV and ?IV0 0
aa. oC
with the result that
a F + C F'2 0 }II,.,/// F0- + G F - 0
21 22
(4.19)
(4.20)
Each component in the above equation, F 11 ' F'2 ' F 21 and Fn , is listed
in Appendix B in the sequence of elastic, elastic-plastic (deforma-
tion theory), elastic-plastic (flow theory), and plastic buckling
(deformation theory) cases. Consequently, the requirement that the
coefficient determinant of the above equations is zero gives the
stability condition
F F - F F
II 22 12 21
o (4.21)
.
.
from which the critical value can be computed .
•·
•
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4.5.2. Plate Simply Supported
- Square Cross Section -
The square cross section is the most common for columns in
practical use. In dealing with this problem it was assumed that
the four plates which compose a square column are completely iden-
tical to each other in material properties, size of plates and the
distribution of the residual stress.
The complete symmetry of the structure and of the residual
stress distribution render the analysis comparatively simple. The
solution for this case will be obtained as a limiting case of the
previous problem. The assumed deflection function must satisfy the
same boundary conditions as before. The symmetry of this structure
leads to the fact that only one plate simply supported at all the
edges need be investigated.
Choosing only terms associated with the deflection of a
simply supported plate inEq. 4.17 and, taking m = 2 the following
equation is obtained, which satisfies all the boundary conditions.
( ( '1't'" lj ) C3"1L 'j)). zW = a cos -- +a cos -_._. s,n N-n:--I 2b 2 2.. b W (4.22)
•
Following exactly the same procedure as in the previous section,
the final results were obtained, with
(4.5) -51
a. Fl , + a. F'2 = 0 }I 2 (4.23)
0- F21 + Q.. Fu 0I 2
and
F" FZ2 - FI2 FZ1 0 (4.24)
which gives the critical strain. FU ' F22 and F12 (= F2l ) are pre-
sented in Appendix B.
The following equation gives the first approximation for
the critical buckling strain:
(4.25)
This corresponds to the limiting case of the previous problem and
also to the case where deflection is assumed as:
a cos (~ +) Si n N 1(" t (4.26)
When there is no residual stresses in· the plate this deflection is
the exact one, according to the explanation of Section 4.5.1.
4.5.3 Plate Fixed
If· .., .......
Another limiting case of the rectangular section is that
which corresponds to a pair of opposite plates which have infinite
(4.5)
bending rigidity.
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The boundary conditions in this case are fundamentally the
same as case (a) of Section 4.5, except the condition that 91=9 2=0
at the edges. This leads to Qi = 0 in the deflection function.
The second term in the brackets of the deflection Eq. 4.17
(the case of rectangular cross section) fulfills these boundary
conditions. That is
•
C ( !::l] ::x:.2: c cos (n1L -)-1 sin N-rr--Ln eO r1 6
and for n = 2,
(4.27)
o (4.28)
which gives the critical strain.
The compon.ents of the determinant, F ,F F. (= F' ) at. e11 ,~2' 12 21,
shown in Appendix B.
The first approximation uses the deflection,
w c (COS (1"(" ~ ) - I ] 5 i 11 N1L ~ (4.29)
'....'
.
which is identical to that used by H. L. Cox(48) for the elastic
buckling without residual stresses.
•(4.5)
As explained in the previous section, F = 0 gives the
. 11
first approximation for this solution, and is the same as for the
limiting case of rectangular sections .
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•5. N D M.E RIC ALI L L D S.T RAT ION 8 F O/R L OC A L
B D C K LIN GO F B D,1 L T - D P . COL D,M N8 OF
8 Q DAR E C R 0 88 8 E C T I ON
5.1 General Method of Calculation
Among, the many types of built-up columns, box columns of
square cross section are the most practical and economical(3l) be-
cause the cross section is closed, and is symmetrical about both
major axes with the material distributed away from its centroid.
These facts result in advantages such as greater torsional rigidity
and greater radius of gyration in both directions.
From these points of view, and taking into account the
utility of the results, the built-up column with square cross sec-
tion was selected for the numerical studies.
When the plate sizes and the distribution of resi9ual
stress are specified, the critical stressor strain of the elastic,
elastic-plastic and plastic buckling may be obtained from Eqs.. 4.24
and 4.25. Rewriting
or
F
II
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o
o
(5.1)
(5.2)
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In order to save time the numerical calculation was carried
•
out by a digital computer, the LGP 30 at Lehigh University. The
program was prepared by the author accor,ding to the "Act III" (50)
code for this computer.
range and 0.5 in the plastic range.
Poisson's ratio, }J is assumed to be 0.3 in the elastic
(47) (49)
It is commonly accepted
•
that the average value of Poisson's ratio for steel is 0.3 in the
elastic range. Some sample calculations in this study showed that
a variation of Poisson's ratio within 5% results in a negligible
difference in the critical bit ratio. Therefore it is quite reason-
able to take 0.3 for Poisson's ratio for steel in the elastic range
regardless of the kind of steel. In the plastic range, this ratio
't "-.
was assumed 0.5 because of the assumption that the material is in-
compressible in the pl,astic range.
In the process of finding the critical strain, some diffi-
cu1ties were encountered in the case of e1a~tic-p1astic buckling,
. in particular, the difficulty of arranging the equation for obtain-
ing Ec.. The manner of obtaining, c. c directly, results in a
trial and error method.
The equations for buckling may be solved in two ways: (a)
the trial and error method for determining E.c. for a given (bit)
ratio, and (b) the direct method which gives the critical (bit)
normally not be used and would only be used when determining buckling
t"
·
·
ratio for a particular c.c' The trial and error method would ~.,
loads for a plate of a particular geometry. For this study, the
direct method was used, since it entails the least computation for
a general study.
The following sections will be devoted to the numerical
analysis of the elastic, elastic-plastic and plastic buckling of a
simply supported plate, an element of a built-up column, taking in-
to account the influence of residual stress. and the results were
summarized in Fig. 5.1 to Fig. 5.11.
• 5.2 Elastic Buckling
The first computation carried out was a comparison of the
•
accuracy obtained by taking the first term and the first two terms
of the questions for deflection, Eqs. 4.26; and 4.22 respectively.
The sample computation indicated that the use of the first term is
sufficiently accurate to analyze the elastic buckling problem.
The critical strain may be computed fromEq. 5.1, Fll 0,
which may be arranged more explicitly in its final form as:
where
()(--..E!:) - R
o-y 0 (5.3)
•
(~)ay 0 = ratio of critical stress to yield point,elastic buckling, without residual stresses
R = reduction of buckling strength due to residual
stresses = f (.Qtl. <f"rz ..h. 2L)
o-y • o-y • b J b
(5.,2)
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Equation 5.3 shows that the influence of residual stresses
may be evaluated from the residual stress distribution independently
of the critical stresses.
(. (fer)
o-y 0
The value of the elastic buckling without resi-r .
(1)(3)(45)(52)
dual stress, may be taken from reference books, since
it has been solved completely by others.
In this study the shape and distribution of residual stresses
were investigated with respect to their influence on R, the reduc-
tion of buckling strength..When the values of (J.,., and (J..,.z are
specified, the widths of compressive residual stress and tensile
• residual stress may be determined from the equilibrium condition .
The effect of the residual stress distribution on the reduc-
tion, R, was studied. The residual stress distribution is defined
by f inFig. 5.1. Keeping 0-1-1 and o-r2 constant, R .was
evaluated for varying ~ The resul t is shown in Fig. 5.1. For
smaller values of fA, R becomes less. The most severe reduction
is for the distribution when ~ is unity, that is, the residual
stress distribution is of rectangular shape.
TQe relationship between the reduction of buckling strength
and the amount of compressive residual stresses is presented in
Fig. 5.2. The curves for R vs. 0;., /Cly start to deviate from
the straight line, R = 0;.1'/ o-y at app;roximately 0-;., / fTy = 0.15.
..
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The deviation may be described with very good accuracy by
..
•
a second order parabola. An approximate equation for R is proposed
in the form,
;'
where
R (5.4)
k = the deviation of the curve from the line
•
R - at ~<ry 1.0
•
•
Thus, the elastic buckling strength of a plate simply sup-
ported at all edges may be predicted by the following equations,
( o;;r) - R
<JYo
~ = (~r) _(<T;.\')+k (0-;1)2
ay cry 0 cry lJy for (;1) > 0.15Y
for (;1) <O. /5
Y
.<5,.3)
(5.5)
(5.6)
where
k=R for (~~n = 1.0
y.
•
The factor (£/b) influences the buckling strength of a
plate, and at a ~ertain value of (£/b) the most critical strain
may be obtained. Hqwever, in the elastic buckling, the influence
(5:.3) -59
•
•
•
of residual stresses on the buckling strength of a plate is indepen-
dent of the critical load, as shown by Eq. 5.3. The factor (£/b)
is contained only in the first term of Eq. 5.3 but not in the second
term. The first term gives the elastic buckling strength for a
plate without residual stress which is a minimum for (.B/b) = 1.0 .
.The results of numerical calculations are summarized in
Fig. 5.3. The results corresponding to elastic buckling are shown
by solid lines according to the values of (Jrl / <Jy = 1/8, 1/4,
1/2 and 3/4. The last three curves for 0;:, / o-y = 1/4, 1/2, 3/4
intersect the abscissa. This interesting fact shows the possibi-
lity of the buckling of a plate without any external load and ex-
plains the reason why plates can be distorted solely due to welding.
Figure 5.5 was drawn for the critical s train ratio (c.c / c. y )
vs.(b/t) ratio~Again, solid curves depict the cases of elastic buckling.
The curves calculated in this section are concerned with
elastic buckling and hence the critical stress and strain relation-
ship reduces to cr;;r = .~ Cc • Therefore the shape of the curves
for elastic buckling is the same in both figures.
•
5.3. Elastic-Plastic Buckling
In this section, numerical computation for the elastic-
plastic buckling case was carried out based on the theoretical
(5.3) -60
preparati9nutilizing the deformation theory and the flow theory .
• Exactly the same process of calculation was used for both the com-
putations, based on the deformation theory and on the flow theory.
There are ,two ways to consider how the residual stresses
influence the buckling strength of the plate: one is consider the
change of stress'distributionof the external load apd the other
is to consider the plastificationof the material. In the elastic
buckling the first factor of the change of the stress distribution
affects the buckling strength of the plate, and in the elastic-
plastic buckling both factors together influence the buckling
strength of the plates.
'As in the preceding section, a comparison was made, of the
accuracy o,btained by taking the first and the first two terms of
the deflection equation. The computation showed that the value
as obtained by the deflection equations, differedfor ~r/ cry
only by 3% in the worst case. It was judged t,hat the use of the
first term is accurate enough to carry out a comprehensive numer-
ical computation, with due consideration to the economy of the com-
puter time. (For instance, using only the first term, the running
time of the computer is only one fourth of the time spent for the
computation using the first two terms.)
, .
Even when only the first term of the deflection equation
was used, ,the computation did not become very much simpler than was
'.:' ..
".:/.-. \~. the case for elastic buckling. In that case, the influence of
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residual stresses on the buckling strength of a plate was separated
from the original buckling strength of the plate without residual
stresses. In the case of elastic-plastic buckling it is impossible
to separate these two factors in the equation. Consequently, the
influence of residual stresses may change depending on the critical
strain. The .main reason why such a difficulty arises is that, as
the external thrust increases, t~e most compressed fiber in the
plate reaches its yield point and the resulting plastic zone spreads
out according to the amount of the critical load.
In contrast with the buckling ofa single plate, the com-
putation for the local bucklirlg of a box, col~nln~:~oI"mal:ly requires
•
the determination of the critical (£/b) ratios which give the mini-
,mum critical stress .
For each residual stress pattern, various values of (£/b)
were chosen for a given value of critical strain. From the results
of the computation, the curves (LIB) vs. 4ritical (bit) were drawn
,and the most critical (£/b) was determined correspo~ding to the
minimum critical ,strain. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.7 to Fig.
5.11. For example, in Fig. 5.9 the lowest critical stress corres-
ponds to an (£/b) ratio between 0.7 and 0.8 in the case of the
elastic-plastic buckling of a plate with residual stress. The re-
sults are shown for the deformation theory; the results for the
flow theory is not shown.
(5.3)
From the results of the computation, it was shown that,
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for practical cases, an approximate value of (£/b) = 0.8 may be
cr
assumed to determine the local buckling of a square box column.
The approximation, however, results in negligible error, as shown
by this study.
Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 sunnnarize the computation
results for the elastic-plastic local buckling of the box column
using the deformation theory and the flow theory. ,Figures 5.3
and 5.4 show the ratio of the average critical stress to the yield
point vs. the (bit) ratio, and Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the ratio of
the average critical strain to the yield strain vs. the bit ratio.
In the elastic buckling case, the critical stress is calculated
from the critical strain multiplied by the Young's modulus. But
in the elastic-plastic Quckling this relationship is no lo~ger
applicable and the critical stress must be calculated from Eqs.
4.1 and 4.2. Consequently, the shape of the curve changes.
(21)(22)(23)
As expected, the flow theory gives higher criti-
cal stresses than does the deformation theory. The elastic-plastic
buckling curves based on the flow theory lie very close to the
boundary of the elastic and the elastic-plastic buckling regions.
,The curves which represent the buckling strength of a plate
vs. (bit) ratio are hyperboli for elastic buckling, but are almost
straight lines for elastic-plastic buckling. At the transition
from the elastic buckling to the elastic-plastic buckling, there is
(5.4) -63
a discontinuity in the curve in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. This
is due to the sudden plastification of the material in the plate,
5.4 Plastic Buckling
This section presents the results of the computation for
the plastic buckling of a plate. The plate material is assumed
to be homogeneous and elastic perfectly plastic. When the entire
plate reaches the yield point, the plate can no longer carry any
additional load, although the strains may increase, Consequently,
the critical strain may be investigated but the critical stress
of the buckled plate can no longer be studied, For this reason
the result of numerical analysis does not appear in Figs, 5.3 and
5.4 which are drawn ,with respect to a:,r / cry and bit. The tan-
. '"
•
gent modulus of the elastic perfectly plastic material is zero in
the plastic range independent of the strain. On the other hand,
the secant modulus is affected by the magnitude of plastic strain.
As far as the flow theory is concerned, the complete plas-
tification of the plate may be delayed by the existe~ce of resi-
dual stresses, but after the whole plate has reached the yield
point, the plate may behave completety plastically in the same
/,.:.:,'. '/F.!'
,'I ,
manner as if the plate had not ~~en subjected tq any residual
stresses before. The evaluation of the critical strain can be
made by the flow theory in the same way as for material free of
(5.4) -64
•
•
•
•
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residual stresses .but not for material which is elastic perfectly
plastic. While the residual stresses do not play any role in the
flow theory for the plastic buckling, they do influence thedeforma-
tion theory because the secant modulus can define the relationship
between strain .and stress in the plastic range for elastic perfecr].y
plastic material.
The result of the numerical calculation according to the
deformation theory is shown in Fig. 5.5. The plastic buckling
curves go above 2 E y because· the original tensile residual strain
is .assumed as o-y / E and hence requires twice the compressive
yield strain .to reach the yield point of the material. The calcu-
lation was carried out for the critical strain up to 6 Ey ' Compu-
tation for a larger E. 1£ is of no significance because the
. c y
irregularity of material greatly overshadows the effect of residual
stresses at the higher plastic strain.
Inelastic buckling, the equation for the critical strain
consists of two terms, the original buckling strain of a plate
free of residual stress, and the effect of residual strains .. This
separation simplifies the investigation of the effect of residual
. stresses on plate buckling. In plastic buckling, on the other hand,
this kind of advantage can not be taken and the procedure for the
study of the influence of residual stresses is similar to that for·
elastic-plastic buckling.
(5.4) -65
The numerical computation for the critical (b!t) ratio was
carried out for four cases where the ratio o·f the residual stresses
to yield point, ( ), equal to 0,1/8, 1/2 and 1. For
other values of the ratio, the corresponding values of the criti-
cal ( CC/C y ) ratio may be obtained simply by interpolation.
At the cri.tical s train of 2 E y there is a discontinuity,
,-
•
which is the transition from the elastic-plastic buckling to .the
plastic buckling of ,the plate (Fig. 5.5). The discontinuity of
the curves is due to the sudden plastification of the elastic
part remaining in the plate.
When the plate is not ~ubject to any residual stresses,
the plastic buckling 'of the plate occurs at 1/ --r2of the (.e!b)
ratio which gives the lowest critical strain among any other values
(18)
of (£/b). For the plate wi.th residual stresses, the cor-
responding cri tical value of (£/b) i,s approximately 0.7, which
is approximately the same as l/~. This fact suggests that the
existence of residual stresses in the plate affects the critical
strain of the plastic buckling of the plate, but not the wave
length of buckling. (Figs. 5.7, 5.9 and 5.11)
The buckling strength of a plate in the strain-hardening
range was not computed since the effect of residual stresses on the
plate buckling in such a high strain is presumably negligible.
•.'
•
•
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5.5 Summary of Numerical Calculations
Th~numerical analysis of the elastic, elastic-plastic and
plastic buckling of the plate with residual stresses has been
carried out for the case where the plate is simply supported at
all edges. In the plastic range, the analysis was based both on
the ~ecant modulus deformation theory and on the flow theory.
From the numerical analysis, the following impQrtant infor-
mation was obtained:
(1) The approximation of using only the first term of
the deflection equation gives an answer which is
very close to the exact solution, and is accurate
engugh to analyze the buckling problem. This fact
is important especialtY in the elastic-plastic
buckling of the plate because of the complications
arising from the fact that the plate has both elas-
;.:.. "( tic 'and plastic parts and a sudden change of .ma:teri-
al propertieaexists.
(2) In the case of the elastic backling of the plate
with residual stresses, the influence of the resi-
dual stresses on the buckling strength of the plate
is independent of the critical stress, and can be
evaluated from the residual stress distribution,
according to Eq. 5.3,
(5.5) -67
•
(5.3)
•
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·
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(3) The possibility that the plate with residual
stresses may buckle without any external load
was demonstrated. This fact explains the reason
why a plate can .distort only due to welding.
(4) The ratio of i,/b which gives the minimum·critica1
strain is 1.0 for elastic buck1ing~ 0.7 to 0.8
for elastic-plastic buckling and 0.7 for plastic
buckling. In the case of the elastic-plastic
buckling, the ratio of i,/b is closer to 0.7 for
the plate with a wide distribution of compressive
residual stress and closer to 0.8 for the plate
with a narrow distribution of compressive resi-
dual stress.
An interesting fact concerning the ratio i,/b in
elastic-plastic buckling is that the smaller the
elastic part in the plate, the closer is the ratio
i,/b to 0.7; conversely, the larger the elastic
part the closer is the ratio i,/b to 1.0.
(5) In the case of elastic-plastic buckling of the
plate, t~e analysis based on the flow theory gives
a much higher critical strain than the one based
"".;" .• "
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on the deformation theory,
(6) Only the deformation theory was applied for the plas-
tic buckling of the plate with residual stresses,
since the flow theory is not applicable for the elas-
tic perfectly plastic ~~terial in this case.
(7) A plate containing residual stresses will not buckle
until the critical stress reaches the yield point,
if the (b/t) ratio of the plate is less than
'.
a) 1.17 ,]E/(J"y
b) 1.83 ...JE/lfy
based on the deformation theory
based on the flow theory regard-
less of magnitude of the residual stresses,
and less than
•
·
•
·
c) 1. 90 ,JE/rry
stresses .
for the plate free of residual
•6. EXP E .R I MEN TAL
6.1 Introduction
I N.V E.S T I G A TI.O N
•
•
•
•
Experiments were planned to verify the theory for elastic
buckling and elastic-plastic buckling of plate elements in built-
up square columns of A7 steel.
Making reference to the results of the numerical calcula-
tionof Chapter 5, as summarized in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, (bit) ratios
for the speciInens were selected to be 45 and 65. These rattoswere
designed to produce elastic and elas.tic-plastic buckling respectively.
The dimensions of the specimen:s,are listed in Table 6.1. Tl1e experi-
ments consisted of tensile coupon tests, residual stress measure-
ments and plat~ buckling tests. The test columns fabricated from
plates with bit ratios of 45 and 65 were designated as S.1.andS.2
respectively.
The plate buckling tests were conducted on the short columns
to simulate local buckling of columns without the occurrence of
column'buckling.
Fabrication of Test Specimens
The test specimens were cut from two long columns which were
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fabricated from plates of 1/4" thickness. The fabrication of the
columns was carried out according to standard practice, that is,
a) the plates were sheared to size,
b) the edges of the plates were not prepared for welding,
c) the plates were first assembled into the square shape
and tackwelded,
d) the final weld was made by an automatic welding machine
with a speed of welding of 19 in./minute and with
average values of 27 volt and 325 amp. of current,
e) the sequence of welding the corners of the columns was
such that the second weld was placed at the corner
diagonally opposite the first weld in order to obtain
a similar residual stress distribution for the four
sides of the column.
f) the reinforcement of the weld was about 1/8", although
1/16" had been specified.
6.3 Testing
'".
6~3.l. Residual.Stress Measurement .'.
The sectioning method (53) was uS.ed for the residual stress
measurement of the column cross sections. The cross sections
(6.3)
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measured were at a distance greater than the cross sectional dimen-
sion from the cut edges so that ,the residual stress distribution in
(53)
the plates were not disturbed. The gage length was ten inches.
The measurement was performed us,ing a Whittemore gage.
6.3.2. Tension Coupon Test
Certain sectioned pieces used for the residual stress
measurement were tested as tension coupons. The coupons were taken
from the center of the plate elements and from the edges for tests
on the parent material and welded portions of the plates, respec-
tive1y.
The static yield stress(54) was obtained with the strain
rate equal to zero and was used in the numerical analysis of the
problemas the yield point of the material.
6.3.3. Plate Buckling Test
•
•
·
·
The two short columns 81 and 82 were tested with slender-
ness ratios of 11 and 12 respectively, so that column buckling of
the specimens was prevented. The plate elements of these two speci-
mens had aspect ratios of 4.5 and 5.0 respectively, with correspond-
ing ratios of the column length to half-wave length of buckling of
approximately 5.0 for both specimens. These column lengths were
sufficient to eliminate the edge effect on the residual stress
•
.
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distributions in the middle part of the plates and on the local buck-
ling strength of the columns. The square cross section was chosen
to check the numerical analysis of simply supported plates described
in Chapter 5.
For this test, anSOO-kip Universal mechanical screw-type
testing machine was used. The strain of the columns under the load
was measured from an average reading of four SR-4 strain gages
mounted at the four corners at mid-height of the columns.
The transverse deflection of the plates was measured at
four cross sections around the mid-height of co1umnS1 and at six
cross sections for co1umnS2, on two opposite sides. The def1ec-
tion was measured by a 1/10,000 dial gage fixed to a frame held:
manually. The reference positions for the deflection measurement
were located at the edges of the plate. This simple apparatus was
accurate with the maximum ,deviation of--severa1 measurements of the
deflection .at the same position being within 3/10,000 inches.
6.4 Test Results and Discussion
6.4.1. Residual Stress Measurement
The average experimental residual stress distribution·s in
the cross section of the column are shown in ,Fig. 6.1 for columns
Sl and S2 respectively. These curves were obtained from the average
experimental values for eight half-plate widths. Figure 6.1 also
(6.4)
shows the simplified residual stress patterns for the parameter
~ = 1/2 used in the analysis. The simplified distribution for
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the parameter ~ = 1/2 is a good approximation for the experi-
mental one in both cases .
For the local buckling load prediction, using Fig. 6.1,
the c9mpressive residual stress, ~rl is 12.5 ksi for column Sl
and 10.5 ksi for column S2. The tensile residual stress, ~~2 was
taken as the yield point of the parent material as determined from
the results of the tensile coupon tests; that is 39.0 ksi for
column. Sl and 38.5 for column S2 .. Renc.e, the ratios of a- /cr-:t"'t y
used were 0.320 for column Sl and 0.273 for column S2.
6.4.2. Tension Coupon Test
..
The results of the tensidh coupon tests are listed in Table
'Ii
6.1.
The yield point of the weld metal is somewhat higher than
that of the parent.material. This fact. was neglected in the com-
putations as mentioned in Section 4.2.
6.A.3. Plate Buckling Test
The relationships between load and strain, load and trans-
verse deflection, and load and the square of the transverse deflec-
tion are shown in Figs. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
"
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The relationship between load. and deflection did not indi-
.
•
cate a bifurcation load, (Fig. 6.3), presumably due to the existence
of initial imperfections and an eccentrical loading. The delta-
squared, (~z), method(52) was used to determine the critical buck-
ling load of the plate element: The results of this .method are
shown in Fig. 6.4 and the critical loads obtained were 340 kips
and 261 kips respectively for columns Sl and S2. (The correspond-
ing critical stresses, (J""G.r- Were 30.2 kst and 16.0 ksi, with the
) as 0.775 and 0.415. These results are com-
pared with the theoretical predictions in Fig. 6.5. According to
the residual .stress measurements, the value of <F;.I/lly is 0.320
for co1umn.S1 .and 0.273 for co1umnS2. Hence the corresponding
predicted critical ratios of 0-;.1/ lIy
tive1y.
are 0.795 and 3.90 respec-
•
•
·•
Comparison was made between the .experimenta1 and the
theoretical results. For column 82, (elastic buckling) , the
,
theoretical prediction was a little low, while for Sl, (e1astic-
plastic buckling), it .was a little high when based on the deforma-
tion theory and was very high when based on the flow theory. How-
ever, except for the flow theory, the difference is very small and
it can be concluded that the experimental results correlated well
with the theoretical prediction .
The ultimate loads attained in the tests were 357 kips for
co1umnS1 and 337 kips for column 82. (The corresponding ultimate
(6.4)
stresses, (Jl.l
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were 31.7 ksi and 20.7 ksi, with the ratio cr.. /0-
. M r
as 0.813 and 0.538.)
"
The post buckling strength of the plate element of the
... ";1
columns was approximately 5% and 30% of the buckling strength for
columns 81 and S2 respectively. The post buckling strength above
the apparent buckling load for co1umnSl was 17 kips with the
stress difference ~ ~I.l - <-r
•.
I "-~ •
and the ratio (<r - If ) /~, = 0.050. The corresponding figures for
. Lt c..r- c ....
columnS2 were 76 kips, 4.7 ksi, 0.123 and 0.294.
The results of these two pilot tests have indicated that
considerable post buckling s.trength may be expected for elastic
buckling of the plates, although not for elastic-plastic buckling.
•.'
"
•
·
•
•
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7. SUMMARY AND .CO N C L U SI 0 N S
This dissertation presents the results of an investiga-
tion into the elastic, elastic-plastic and plastic buckling of
plates containing residual stresses. Particular attention was
paid to the local buckling of plate elements of built-up columns
of box-shaped cross sections.
In the theoretical analysis, the pattern of the residual
stress distribution was simplified and the theorem ·of minimum
potential energy was employed with the restriction that there::'1:1s
no reversal of strain at any point in the plastified material. The
plastic part of the plate was analyzed by plastic theories, the
secant modulus deformation theory and the flow theory, both of
which were modified according to the Shanley concept of column
buckling.
The new contributions of this dissertation .are as follows:
a) The method of analysis presented is believed to be
the first approximate solution for the elastic-
plastic and plastic buckling of a plate with residual
.stres'ses.
b) Analytical solutions are presented for the elastic,
elastic-plastic and plastic buckling ofa plate with
- 76 -
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residual stresses when the plate is simply supported
at the loading edges and at the other edges is:
i ) elastically restra~ned
ii)
iii )
simply supported
fixed.
•
·
..
·
3) The result of numerical computations for the analytical
solution to the local buckling of a welded built-up
square column is presented for elastic, elastlc-plas-
I
tic and plastic buckling. The results are presented
of a pilot experimental study which verified the theore-
tical analysis. The experimental study showed the rela-
tionship between the buckling strength and the ultimate
strength of a plate element of the column.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the previous
chapters:
1. Numerical Analysis
The analytical solutions presented in this dissertation
are believed to give a good.prediction for local buckling strength
of built-up columns since good correlation was obtained between the
analytical and experimental studies.
a) The approximation of using only the first term of
the deflection equation gives an answer which is
•.
,
.
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very close to the exact solution, and is accurate
enough for analysis of the buckling problem. (Sec-
tions 5.2 to 5.4).
b) In the case of the elastic buckling of the plate
with residual stresses, the influence of the resi-
dual stresses on the buckling strength of the plate
is independent of the critical stress, and can be
evaluated from the residual stress distribution,
according to Eqs. 5.3 and 5.6. (Section 5.2)
c) The possibility that the plate with residual stres'ses
may .buck1e without any external load was demonstrated.
This fact explains the reason why a plate can distort
only due to welding. (Section 5.2, Figs. 5.3 and 5.4)
d) The ratio of t/b, which gives the minimum critical
strain is 1.0 for elastic buckling, 0.7 to 0.8 for
elastic-plastic buckling and 0.7 for plastic buck1ing~
(Section 5.2 to 5.4, Figs.5.7:ho 5.11)
e) In the case of elastic-plastic buckling of the plate,
the analysis based on the flow theory gives a much
higher critical strain than the one based on the
deformation theory. Only the deformation theory was
applied for the plastic buckling of the plate with
residual stresses, since the flow theory is not
.-.......
i )
ii)
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applicable for the elastic-plastic material in this
case. (Sections 5.3 and 5.4, Figs. 5.3 to 5.6)
f) A plate containing residual stresses will not
buckle until the critical stress reaches the yield
point, if the (bit) ratio of the plate is less than
1.17 JE/ cry based on the deformation theory
1. 83 ~E/ cry based on the flow theory regard-
less of magnitude of the residual stresses, *j
and less::than
iii) 1. 90 ..J E/cry
stresses.
for the plate free of residual
(Sections 5.2 and 5.3, Figs. 5.3 and 5.4)
2. Experimental Study
•.
a) The experiments verified the validity of the theore-
tical analysis for the elastic and elastic~plastic
buckling of a plate containing residual stresses.
For elastic-plastic buckling, the theory bas.ed on
the secant modulus deformation theory gave good corre-
lation with the experimental results, but the theory
based on the flow theory did not. (Section 6.4.3, Fig .
6.5)
•'.
(7)
b)
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The (tlb) ratios of the plate elements of the built-
up columns were approximately 1.00 for the elastic
buckling and 0.75 for elastic-plastic buckling, These
values were the same as predicted by the theory. (Sec-
tions 5.2, 5.3 and 6.4.3)
•
•
•
c) , Although considerable post buckling strength occurred
for elastic buckling of the plate, this was not the
case for elastic-plastic buckling. (Section 6.4.3,
Fig. 6.2)
3. Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this dissertation have indicated that future
work should be directed along the following lines:
,1) Computation for the numerical analyses for a plate
simply supported at the loading edges and at the other
edges
a) , fixes
b) elastically supported.
The theoretical results for these,cases have been pre-
sented in this dissertation.
2) Further experimental investigations for a wider range
• of bit in all the different cases.
·
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3) Application of the theory in this dissertation to
other cases; such as the local buckling of
a) a center welded plate
b) the flange of open shapes
with considera.tion of the effect of residual stresses.
This would be laccomplishedby followingexactlytlie
same procedure as in thedissertation.except that a
suitable deflection shape must be adopted for the case
,.
under consideration.
4) Extension of the theory ,to the case of a plate with
, combined residual stresses.
5) Investigation into the ultimate strength of plates
with residual stresses.
•
·
•
•
:,
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8. NOM EN C L .A T U R E
•
B
b
= Coefficients of deflection functions
= Coefficients of deflection functions
= Width of plate
= Half width of plate
= Half width of horizontal compressive resi-
dual stress distribution in an assumed
pattern
= .Half width of plastic zone
= Width of maximum tensile residual stress
distribution
= Half width of plate element on side i
= Coefficients of deflection functions
........
D = Flexural rigidity of a plate
•
-.
•.
= .Flexural rigidity of plate on side i
= Flexural rigidity of plate in the plastic
range, based on the deformation theory
= Flexural rigidity of plate in the plastic
range:, based on the flow theory
= Flexural' rigidity of plate in the domains
a, b, c, ...
(8)
E
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= Flexural rigidity of plate varying with
respect to x and y~q8J.dinates
,I..,",: .
Modulus ofl~~asticity
Ii .....
= Modulus of elasticity in the domains,
a, b, c, ...
= Reduced modulus
= Secant modulus
= Tangent modulus
= .Components of the coefficient determinant
of the stability equation
= Functions expressing boundary conditions (
•
·
•
·
h
hx,y
k
L
= Thickness of plate
= Thickness of plate in the domains, a,b, ...
= Thickness of plate on side i
= Thickness of plate varyingwith,respect
to x and y ordinates
= Reduction of buckling strength, R, for
0;.1/ cry = 1
= Entire length of columnor.plate
= Half wave length of buckling of plate
= (.£jb) ratio giving .minimum critical strain
.of buckling of plate
(8)
m
N
n
R
r
s
2t
v
v..~
UJ
w
x, y, z
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= Bending moment per unit. length of section
of plate about x axis on side i
An integer
= Number of buckling modes in ,the direction
of x axis
= A number
= Magnitude of reduction of elastic buckling
s tren,gth due to residual stresses
= Radius of gyration of cross section of
columns
= Number of walls composing a built-up column
= Thickness of a plate
= Potential energy of plate
= Potential energy of plate on the
side i
= Strain energy stored in plate
= Deflection of plate
= Deflection of plate on the side i
.- Rate of change of deflection of plate
= Cartesian coordinates
'i~
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= y-axis of cartesian coordinate on a plate
on the side i
= A parameter,
0(
t = The ratio Et/E
= A parameter,
"
f"
€
c
= Shearing strain
= Shearing strain components in the cartesian
coordinates
= Rate of change of shearing strain
= Normal s trai~;:due to second loading
= Critical normal strain
= Residual strain
= Magnitude of maximum compressive residual
strain in the assumed pattern
··
·•
E
:x.
\
\
\
= Magnitude of maximum tensile residual strain
in the assumed pattern
= Intensity of strain
= Normal strain components in the cartesian
coordinates
•(8)
E E E
x., !1' z
Ab
AE.
6.
(.
JJ
= Yield strain in tension or compression
= Rate of change of strain components in
the ,cartesian coordinates
= Width of tensile residual stress is rec-
tangular distribution, A,.b = b-b2
= Increm~nt of normal strain
= Angle of rotation at edge of plate i
= .A parameter, when J-l A.b is width of
tensile residual stress distribution in
the assumed:,pattern
= Poisson's ratio
= Poisson's ratio for the plate i
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= E/Et = 1/ r:f.- t (ratio)
··
•
(Il 0)'
.cr er-
0. , b
cr.
t.
= Normal stress
= Normal stress due to first loading in
the domains a, b, •..
= Computational parameter, ~ = ec E
= Average critical normal stress
:..~:..
= Intensity of stress
(8)
(J
r
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= Residual stress
= Magnitude of maximum compressive residual
stress in the assumed pattern
= Magnitude of maximum tensile residual stress
in the assumed pattern
,1.,_",
lrz)
= Normal stress components in the cartesian
coordinates
= Rate of change of stress components in the
cartesian coordinates
(2)
a-
x, OJ
=
=
=
=
=
Normal s~tress in the x-direction varying
with respect to y ordinate
Normal stress in x-direction, varying with
respect to y ordinate, due to first loading
Normal stress in x-direction, varying with
respect to y ordinate, due to second loading
Normal stress due to first loading in y
direction varying with respect to x ordinate
Yield stress in tension .or compression
Shearing stress component in y-direction
..
(I)
T
X'J
= Shearing stress component iny-direction,
due to first loading
= Shearing stress components in the cartesian
coordinates
..
..
.
.
..
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(I) (I)
PROOF FOR CJ:3 AND TX!:l • EQUAL TO .ZERO
IN .THE ASSUMED RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
CIlWhen the residual stress (J;(. in the cross section of
the plate varies in the direction of width and is constant along
its length, . the other components of residual stresses,
and
Proof:
cannot exist over the plate.
Boundary conditions
(I)
a) (J~ 'i~, zero along the edges parallel to the
x-axis,
(I)
.b) T'x.~ vanishes at the centerline due to the
symmetry of the plate and of the residual stress
distribution.
The equilibrium equation for plane, stress
(I) (I)
qCT aT;>:,':!
_x_ + 0
ox. o~
Cil (I)
aCT () T:x.~!:l 0~+ =1);x:.
·
·
·
as cr;1l i,s only a function of y,
..
(a)
(b)
r----,----,-- y;
~'
- 0
(9)
Substituting
then
this~~press:kninto
',' 'f' • ~
,0) ,
OTx~
"C>j
Eq. (a),
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•
•
(I)
T:x.~ = 9 ex)
Taking into' consideration the symmetry of the plate and
"~ .'"the residual stress distribution, ~h<x'j van.ishes on the centerline,
that is,
(I)
T:{.~ I = 0
~=o
,With this condition, 9 (x) which is a function of x only, must dis-
appear at any value of y and consequently
With the above result, Eq. (b) yie1ds
(1)
'O(J
_:1_ 0
0';1
Then
II)
cr = h (x)
~
From boundary condition (a),
(I) .
cr!
::I '.:1=b
(I)
= <JI = 0
!j ::l = b
Accordingly, (I)cr~ is constant and its value is zero.
o
·
·
(I)
As a Tesul t, ... () 'j and
(I)
L
:{.~
disappear at any point in the plate ...
•..
under the above mentioned boundary conditions.
(9)
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
FOR BUCKLING STRENGTH OF PLATES ,WITH RESIDUAL ,STRESSES
,Analytical solutions are presented for elastic, elastic-
plastic and plastic buckling of a plate which is simply supported
at the loading edges and at other edges is:
a) elastically restrained
b) simply supported
c) fixed.
B.l. General Notation
J:
b
o
b
r ~
I b
r b,
2 b
r =
b
5 9-
(j)
.r = b
J 3 T
r t= b~ +
•
•
"
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,,'~~ '".
; (9) ::.,'
..~.. ;"-
U
2
2 2
~2 (Nile) ( ~ )( ~ )
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•
u =
"3
32 (--L,)2( E ) ( i )2. --=-(f
9 N It"' OY b ~ _ r2
{}y {}y
Sk r n f", - r: (, ) I r ((r ) (r r) )In = c.os mTl I 6 • JlO3 r _r - \m T -,-! si t1 mil 6 k - ~ - 0- 6
o 6
2 I 2 2)'
- (ttlT) - COS I'I1Tl r (( r - r) - ( j' - 1')(2) 2 ! (, j( 6 0 6
3 I 3 3
+ (m 1\)(-)3 I sin m-rr r (( r - r )- (r - r ))
:5 • 6 I< 60 b
4 I 4 , ,4)
+ (trllC") -c.os mlLf ((r - r.)- (f - r)(~4o! 6. ~ 6 0 6
(where k= f Or2 ,
-
trI=
I I
2 1 I , I 2" ' 2 , 3 or 4-.
•
·
•
•
For elastic region = E and.' w = I
.For plastic region l = P and w ..LI 4
i
the side 1 column
.
For of J = I
For the side 2 of column J = 2
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B.2.AnalyticalSolutionsfor Elastically Restrained Plate
B.2.l. Additional Notation-
./ rr4 (w . .rt +-2' r 2 + _I )
JtI -J"3 J3 16
(,
11'"4 ( W 4- I
.1'2 +-'1.C = ·r - -(1-2V)J 12 J ~ 2 J 3 16
L
11'""4 (-w 4 I . 2 1).C .1. + - (4 - JI )
.r +"4J 13 J 3 4 J 3 .
l
1L+ ( W I 2 I),c
.r -4"(4-C/V) }-'3 + "4J /4 ) 3 .
L L
.C- .C
J 2.1 J /3
L ~'
·c ·cJ Z2 J 14-
L 4 ( , 4 2
.C
-rr 3vJ jr3 +2.1.+1J 23 J 3
L 4( ~ 2]
.G =-4-rrw,r +l1r
J 24- ) 3 J :5
B.2.2. Analytical Solutions
The analytical solution is given in the form:
o
(9)
where
2
F;, = (~) (v 110) + (\T I I I )
2
F = f = (r)(VI20) + (\JILl)
1:2. 21 ...
2
F = (r) (V220) + (V-Z2/)
2% 4-
. B.2.2.a. Elastic Buckling
(v- I I 0) = u (t 13 0 )
(VI 2 0)= u. (tZ30)
(V22.0) = U. (t4-30)
(if I I I) = - k (t I ~ 0 ) - k (t, S I) + k (t I 5 2 ) + I< (t 160 )
I 2 :3 4-
(\r12/) = - k (t 240)- k (t251) + K (t 2 52) + k (1:-260)
_ I 2 3 4
(V221) = - k (t44o) - k (t45"1) + t.< (t45 2) + K (-t46o)
I ;? 3 4-
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/
(tI30)
(t 140)
= (c..¥'_2!:- c~)
I II ~ 2 /I
( I - i r )(r -_I sin Il r 15o"Tt" 0
(tl5"l) - (l-clr:)(([-r.)+-=k--(Sin"lLr- 5inlLr)}5 2 0 2 0
•(9)
(t-152) .3 (I 2. 2 . I= (I - rJ.. I.) "2 ( r - I. )+ 1r ( r s i 11 -n: r - r sin IC" r )
s 2. 0 2. 2. I I
+(~fl COS T r
z
-COS -rL r. )]
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(
E
C -
I 13
•
(t 240)
(t 251 )
(t 2 52)
(t 260)
(t 4 30)
(t 4 40)
(-t 452)
(t it 60)
.( 2 (2. ~ 2 • 3IL )I - 0( B r) - - SIYl -rr- - + - $1 fI - rr 0;; 1L 2. 31("" 2. 0
(I - rJ..R2, )(3 r - !- sin -rr- r + _1- si n 2-rr- r:)I 5 o'~ 0 2 "TC 0
(I-cqtr) (3( r- r)- ~(sinlLr-5inlr r)
5 2 0 2 0
+ _1- (sin 2-rr r - sin 2-rL r )J2"11:" 2. 0
22 I .
- ( tr) ( COS"1L 1:- <..os -rr r:)-r "'7'W' ( r SI Y1 Z1C,,-r - r s, n 2"ll r )
2 0 -" Z 2 0 0
-+(-,-) (co 5 2"'lL r - c.os 2. IL r ))2~ 2 0
(9)
B·, 2·, 2, b, Elastic-plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
(VIIO) = U (tIIO)- U (tI 20) +u. (tI30)
1 2.
(v 12.0) =U (i2IO)- U (t220)+ U(i:230)
I Z .
(v-220) = U (t410)- U (+420)+ U(t430 )
I 2.
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(t 140 ) - k (t IS r ) -r k (-1:: 152)+ k (t 160)
2. 3 -I-
(t 110)
(t 120)
(VI2.I) = - (1:240)- k (i:251)+ k(t 2 52)+ k (t260)
z 3 . -4
(V22.1) =-(t4-40)- k (t451)+ k(t4-52)+k (t4t;o)
z 3 4
( eP _lA cf1r+(eP-~ cP](_I_SiYl"TIf)1 II ~ 2 II o' I 12 ~:2. /2"1L 0
( P d. P) f-f [P eX PJ /.= e - - c fo'l~ + c - - c . 5
I '.1 f3 Z II .J r:-r: I' 2. ~ 2 12 I
(i: 130) _ (eE_.S!!..- e'f£.)(I_r)_(cE _2-.. cF)-I_sinllr
1 Ii P 2. II 0 I 12 f3 2 12 "It:"" I
3 ( . 1 ( • • ](tISI) = (1-0/. r) (f-f)+ -rr 5lnlCf"':'SlnT f)
5 2 I . 2 I
(t 2/0) = (l- / )~sin -n:- r. +( l - / ]_2- sin 3"1\ r
13 2. 13 It"" "2. 0 I 14 2. 14- 3 ""It"" 2. 0
•(9) -98
(t 22.0 )
(t 230)
(tz40)
("\;251)
(t 252)
(t 260 )
= (CE_./ )~t'-5in -rr- fl-( eE _ eEl.2-"~5jn 3/C" f)
1 13 2. 13 "1l 2 I I 14 2 14 '3"it" \ :z. I
( 2 r:) ( 2. '"Tt"", 2 . 3-rr )I-o/-R - - S1t1-f+ - 5111 --- rr 5 "lr 2 I 3"11: 2 I
(1-1B r) (2.... (s'rn.-n- f- Sin~ ,)+~(sin~r-sin 31l n1r 5 T 2 z Z. I 3-rr- 2. 2 2. I
2 ( 2. 2( I - 0( ~ r) - (r: sinIlr -r 5; n -rr r) + (~) (cos ..:!L r-(os .JI r)
5 "It: 2 2. z r 2 1 "It" .2 2 2 1
+ .2- (r:: sin 3 Tl r - 1 si.tl 3TL r)+ (2-)( c.os~r - cos 31t' r))
3" 2 2 2 I 2. 1 3rr 2. 2. 2., J
(t4-IO)
(t 420) =
/
(t4"30) =
(t 440 )
( p {l PJ (P (33 P). (P ~3 P)' .c + '"4 c r + c +"""4 c 4- sm" r: + C +~ C 5//1 21Lr1 23 rJ.. 2 2.:; . 0 1 24 0( '2 Z 0 r 25 J: 2 25 0
r
P fJ3 P) 1 - r p ~3p I P fl' p tC + - C to _,__6 + C +- C + c + C 5
1 23 J 2 23 j 10-'6 L Z4 ci.4 2 2+J:3, (, 25 -;r '2. 25) 2.
E (33 E l!!: f33 E ,(c + - c. J( I - r )- [c :+ - c J- SI n IL rI 2:5 J 2 23 I I 24 4- 2.2+ "l(" I
. 0(
" E. ~3
- (c + - t )_1- 511'1 2'1t" r
I 2.5 J 2. 25 21C" 'I
2
- (-:..)( c:.D5 Ot" r - C.OS 'llT )+ 2~ ( r: 5; 11 2. -rr-r -T 5;11 2/r r )
.. 2. 1 "2 21 I
12.1+ ( 2 T) (e.OS 2."1l r
z
- C03 2 TC f. )
(t 4-(0) = (,-ot82ri((r-,)+ ~ Sihlrf +-'-sin z-rcr')I: 5 2 .~ 2. zrr 2
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.B.Z.2.c. Elastic-plastic Buckling
• (Based on the flow theory)
•
(v- 120) -u (t 2.10) + u. (t 2.30)
o
(v 2. 20) u. (t4-IO)+ t.t(t4-3 0 )
o
(v I 1 I ). = - (t 140 ) - k (t 15 J ) -+' J.< (-t 15 2. ) -+ k (t 160 )
~ 3 4 .
("IT /2./-) = - (t 2. 40) - k (t 2. 5 1) + k (t2 S 2.) + k (t 2. 6 0 )
z 3 4-
(
l=. E 1Z '"T("" ,( E: E: ) 2. . '3"TC )C - C -n- (I-Sll'1 z f)- C -C -(1-1-511'1-2. rI 13 2. 13 I~ I I 14 2 14 3~ I
(t440)~ k (t4- 51 )+ k (t45Z)+ k (t460)
2 3 ..
( P . P J 2 '"""r(""" (p P J 2 . 3"TlC - C - 51 - + C - C -- 5/11--I 13' 2 13 It:" 11 2. ~ I 14 :z 1+ 37C 2 ~
( P ci.. PJ (P d.. P1C I' )C - - c f + c. - - c - Sit'! TC"" r.I II ~ 2 II I I 12 ~ 2 12 tr I
{ E cJ E) (E d.. Ell'c - - c 1- - C - - C - Sin -n:-I II (3 2 II ( f j ) I 12 ~ 2 /2. Ie" r.
33 3
( / + ~ c/ )f +( /A.+ ~ / A)5i/11'('"f+( / + L4 / )s;nzrrrI 23 cJ... 2 23 I I ZT <::J.. '2 2.,. I 1 25 <J.. 2 25 I
( E (33 E)' (E ~3 E:) I .C +-4 C (I-f)- C +-4 C -s/ntr"1.I Z 3 d-. 2 23 . I I 24- r;;I.. 2.z 3 1L I
, (E ~3 E) 1 •
- c + ---:< C - Sin 2."T('" r
I 2S rl 2 23 2rr I
(V221 )
•
(t 110 )
(t 130)
(t 2 10)
-
(t 230)
(t410) =
(t 430)
( t 140) ( -t I 5 I) (t I5 ~) (-l: I60) (t 2,4 0) (t Z 5 I) (-t 2. 5 2) ( 1: "2 60) ({. 440) .
1 . J 0' , J 0'. J , J ~ ,
;.Ct 4 51)( ~'~4'52) a:tid Ctt60) are\ the sarile as in'Sectioif B. 2.2. b.
, }
~.' .
•(9)
B.2.2.d. Plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
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(v 110) U (trlO)- u ttlzO)-+U (t 130)
I 2 3
(VI2.0) = U(tZIO)- u (-t220)+U (tI30~I 2 :3
(v 22.0) = LA (t4/0) - U (t4 20)-1- U (t430)I 2 :3
(VII I) (t 140)
(v 12 1~ = (t 24 0)
! '
(V222) (t440)
•
(t I 10) (P c/. P) (p 0( PJI.= c - - c r + c - - C -,..-$tn It"" r
I II ~ 2 II 0 I 12 ~ 2 '12 TI" 0
(tI20) (P 0( P)~ r;t-r;, (P 0( PJ 2C--c - +c--c- I II f3 2 II ~r-r: 112 f3 2.12 :5,
o 6
(1;/30) (P rX PJ (P rX P)I'= c. + - C 1- - C - - C - SII1 .,..I 1/ f 2 II' (r:) I 12 f3 2 /2 It"" r:
:3(t 140) (I-~ r)
s
(t 2 10) (r P}2. IL (P P) 2 " 3rr'- C - C -Sln- c - c --5Irl--I 13 2 13" 2 f";; + I- 14 2 14 31l 2. r:
(-t 220) 1 P P]Z [P P):1- c.-c 5+c-c 5
I 13 2. 13 -t I 1+ 2. 14- 1
(t Z 3 0) [p P J 2 . 7t:" (p P ) 2 • 3"Tr= C - c -(1- SIVt,-,- r)- c - C --(I +51n --r)
113 '2 I~ "T>. 2. 2 114 2. 14 3"1(' 2, 2.
'2
(t 240 ) = (I-o(~r)
Q
~ 333 I /
(t410) = ( / +~ cP Jr.-+- ( / + ~ / )5init"r+l / + ~4- /5)5il1 2-rrr
I 23 ex- 2. 2.! 0 I 24 0(. 2 24 0 I 25 ()( 2. 2. 0
(9)
(t 420)
(t4"30)
(t 440)
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( P (33 P 1 I. - r l P ~3 P J 2 (P '(>3 P J '2C + C 2 b+ c. +-c +- c + C 5
I 23 7" 2 z3 ~ '0- rb I 24 d: 2 24:5, I 25 ;- 2 2S 1.
( e P +J!. cP )('-f)-(/ +-' c P J-:r s;n-rrrI 23 c:I. 2 23 2 I 24- <:J... 2 24- . 2
-[ cP + f l ) _I_ sin 2 -rc I:
I zs J 2 25 2 -rt: 2
B.3. Analytical Solutions for Simply Supported Plates
B.3.l. Additional Notation
~ 4 4- r: + I]c :2 (w r + 21/ 3
l. .~ 4- . 2
C = ;; (w r: -2(1-2JJ)r + I)IZ :3 3
t 4- 4 z·
c ~ (w r: +(6+4v) r +'1 J13 :3 3
t 4-( 4- 2)C ; W f
3
- 2.( 3 - 8 V) r 3 + q;4
i.. 4- 4- 2
C ;; (w r
3
+13r3 -t-g IJ15
L ~ 4- 2
J.: c 3'2 ( uJ r 3 + 13 vr3 + g IJ16 ~
••
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B.3.2.Analytical Solutions
The analytical solution is given in the form:
F 0
II
or
where
2
F = (f) (vila) + (V-I I I)
II 'I
F-F = rf)(vI20) 1" (VIZI)
12 2' 'I
2
F
Z
2. = (r+) (v 2 20) t- (\T 2 2 I)
B.3.2.a.. Elastic Buckling
# .:'
•(9)
(t I 30)
<.t 140)
e
C
1/
r + ~ 5;\1-ref
o 0
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(tl5"2)
(t 160)
(t 240)
(t25"1)
(t 260)
(tf 30)
(1; 44-0)
(t 45" I)
(t460)
r -r + ~ rsin T,T - sin Tt:" r 1
2. 0 ,;Z 0
I f 2. 2] I [ . 1
= T l rz'- ro + ~ ... r: SIn -rr-r2. -fosil11Lr:
+ (~ )2 rcos -n:- r: - <'OS " rol
= r: -I + ~ 5 i n -rr-r:
I ; r I· r:
- ""TC sin -rr 0 + 21'f sin 21(" 0
~ (I.: SiVl2 -rr-f -r sin 2lLr)
2 0 0
£
C
15
r + _1_. si n 3-rc-r
o 3'1(' 0
I ( . . 1r - r + ~7C" . SIYl 3"IT-T - SII'l 3""Tt" r
2. 0 ." '2. 0
.-1- [r2 _r2 ) + 3~· (r sin 3" r - r sin 37C" ra ]2 2 0 ,~. 2 :2 0
2-
-+ (_1_) ((.Os 3rt:- r - c.os 3 it"" r 1311:" 2.. 0
(9)
(v- II I )
(v 221)
(t 110)
(t 120)
(t/30)
(t"/4-0)
- (t,/51)
Elastic-plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
= U I (t-I I 0 ) - LIz. (~I 2. 0) + u. (t 130 )
LA (t210)- (,\ (tz20)+U(tZ30)
I 2
- Iel (t 4/ 0 ) - U (t 420) + u. (1: 430)
I 2-
-(tI40)- k (1::15"1)+ k (tI52.)+ k (-1;160)
2 '3 4-
= - (t 240) - k (t 2 5 I ) -+ k (t 2 5 2) +- k (t 260)
2 5 4
= -(t""'40)- k (t45 1) + k (t452)+IL (t!'f60)
2 3 r~
PIP. • r:
c f+-:;:cc SIYl-rr
II 0 12 .: 0
I • .r + -==- Sir, or r
I" 1
~ (T - r) + ..l- rSiYl "ll"r - Sit1.r-rl
2 I " l 2 I
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(t /52)
(t (60)
(t 2./0)
(t 220) f> I P 1C. S -+c 5
13 13 1+ 1+
(9) - 105
(t 230) \ E • IE.= - -'- C sln-n::r- -- C 511'l2"T'rit" , 13 I 2"Tt" 14 I
(t 251 )
p •
C. 51 n 31L r
16 0
~trsin1t:'r - rsin"Tt""r}+-'-(r sin 21Cr ~r sin2-n:-r)'2" ,2 I 1 21t:' 2 2 I 1;,
ePic f,-fg+cPs'
IS j r-r: 16"3
o ,
p
C +
IS
2 '2 I
-2
1 Cf - r)+ -3-( r 'Sin 3 T(" r - r sin 3"Tt" r]
,,2 ' I 1t" 2 2 I 1
2
+ (3~) ((,05 ~"TL r
z
-, cos ~1'C" r,l
(t 252 )
( t260)
(t4 IO) =
(t ..pO)
( t 4- 30) =
(t- 4-4-0 )
(-1:4 5 1 ) =
(t 452 )
(t 460) = r:- 1+ --!.- sin 3Tr" r
2 :3 Tl:'" 2
(9) -106
B.3.2.c .. ~ Elastic-plastic Buckling
(Based on the flow theory)
(v rio) = uoCt 110 ) -t- U (t 1"30 )
(v r20) =
. .~.
(\1" 2 20) ~(t410) + u (t 430)
~-.
(VIII) = -(tI40)- kCtI51)+ k CiI52)+ kCt160)
2. 3 4
,~, .
"
(\T121) = -(t240)- k(t2SI) + k (-1:.252.)+ kCt2.60)
2. 3 4
(V221) = -(t44-o)- k(t451)t-k (t4-52)+k(t460)
Z 3 4
(1: (10)
(1:.1'30)
! r + _1- l si,.., "Tr" r.
II I il 12 I
c
E (1- r)--'- cE sinlLl.II 1 Il 12. I
Ct410)
Ct 430)
P riP. r
= c. + - c 511'1 3-rr-
15 I 3~ /6 I
E I ~
C. (I ~ r )- -- C SIt1~"l1:" r
IS I 31C" 16 1
(1:140) (tISI) (tI52) (tI6 0 ) C~240) Ct251)(t252) (t260)(t440)
(t451) (t45 2) and (t460)
1
'1
are the same as in "'SectionB.3.2.b.
(9)
B.3.2.d. Plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
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(VIIO)
(V 12.0)
(11" 220)
(v II I.)
u (tIIO) - LI (t'20)+ U (tI30)
I 2 "3
u (-t: 2/0) - l.l (-\:; 220)+ U (t 230)
1 2 3
U (-tHO) - l.l (t 420)+ U (t'f30)
1 2 3
-I
(v 12./) = 0
(V221)
(t II 0 )
(t I ZO)
(t 1'"30) -
(t 2.10) -
(t220) =
(t: 2 30)
(t 41 0 )
(t 4 2 0)
(t4'30)
-I
PIP. '
C (1 - r. )~ - C sln,.r
II Z It'"" IZ :I
-'- / sin -rc-f + ..J- / . 2 r~ 13 0 2"" '-4- SIn-rr- (1
f' 2 P 2-2' c+c d
I!> .... , 14- "'2
p ~-r: p 2
C's Q,oj r-r. + C'6 %~
o 6
/ (I - r )- _I- ,/ sin 5~
IS 7. ~-n::;- " z
(9)
B.4. Analytical Solutions for Fixed Plates
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B.4.l Additional Notation
'-," ,
L f[ 4- 2 Jc It"" "3 W r
3
+ 2 r
3
+ I
11
~
= 41("1w r;,+ vi:Jc 12
L. f {f 2 1c '"ll:' UJr'3-2(1-2JJ)~+1
13
L + 4-
C -2~ wr
14- 3
L 4( 4 ,2 1C = ~-wr;+(4-v) r
3
+ 4
15
L. 4 ~ Z]
C 2'"ll:' rwr3 + 411 r316
." l 4 (4 2 1c "1C w r
3
- ( 4 - ? JJ) r
3
+ 4- '
IV
L 4 4- 2 1
c. = -orr ( 3 W r + 8 r + 4-
2S 3 '3 -
. +( ~ 2)LC
26
= -~ cr + 4 (1-J"I)f
3 3
. tt( 4 2 JLC = "fC' C f 3 - 8 ( I - 2 .II )r~ + 4-27
B.4.2.Analytical _Solutions
The analytical solution is given in the form:
(9)
or
F
II
o
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where
~,
F-F
/2 21
2
<rXVIIO)+(V-III)
4-
2(I )(V/20) + (VIZ))
4-
2~2 = (~) (11220) + (VZ21)
"B~ 4.2. a. Elastic Buckling
(9)
( t I 60) = - I + ( J..) sin "T< r: +_1- sin 2"Trr:,~ 2 2.Tt"" 2
(t 230)
(t 240)
(t 2.51) = (1"":- r)+.J... [sin -n:-r - sin -rc-r ]+-21 [sin 20rr -sin 2""Tt'"r 1
2 ()'~ 2·· 0 IC'" 2 0
+(2~)(~Sin 2ilr: -r:sin 2'C-l01+( 2~J[COS2"Tlr2.- COS2-TtTo ]
-+(;1-)(r. sil1ll"Tr1 - r sin 3-rrr 1+(~-)(c05.3,rf - COS3"Tlrl
.... -rt:" :2. r :2. 0 o."OC" 2. 0
(t- 260) = r: -I + 1... sin"Tlr + -21 S;n"'lT"1 -+ _1- s;" 30C"r
:2. 'L 2 -rr :2. 31t"" . 2
Ct430)
(t 44-0)
):
C
25
r +-'- SIVl 2-rrr + A~~,n 4"JC"1.
o 21C" 0.,.- I~ . 0
(t45Z)
·f
(t 45" I) = cr~- ro ) + 2~ [sin 2 -rr-r:z-sin 211r;,1+ if~ ( sin 4rr r: -sin 41t"r;,1
= ~2' r2_r2)-+_z1 frsin2"J<f:-rsin2."lrr1+(-z'5(C052"lrr-c.oS2TCrJ
2 0 -rrL 2 :2. 0 o"lr 2 0
.' : 2
+{ 411{")( r: sil1 4;rr:-r:Sin41C" ~1 + (4-~ ) (c.os 4-rc~ - (05 4 rr rol·
(t .4600) = r.;.. 1+ _1- sin 2~r + J- ~;n 4-.rr
2 21(" % 41(" 2
B.4.2.b. Elastic-plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
(VIIO)
-
u (-t110)- U (-t12.0) + l.I(tI30)
, 2
(VIZO)
-
u (t 210')- U (t220)+ U(t2~0)
I z
(V2 2 O) 'U (t420)- U (t 4'Z0)-t L.((t 4-30)I ~,
(v III) = - (t' 4-0) - k (t 15 I ) + k (-1;/52)+ k (tI60)
2 3 4-
(V'121)
- (t 2 40) - k (t Z S I ) + k (t 252) + k (-\; 260)
2 ~ 4-
(V221)
- - (t 44- 0) - k (i; 4 51:) + k (t 4 52.) + k (t 4- 60 )
2 :3 4-
(tI20) =
(t 130) -
/ r:: + ~ cP S;n-re-r. + -.Lz..... cp sin 2~r
" 0 12 0 ., 13 0
P r-r' P IC ioj , 16 + C ,5
II f- r 12 I
o 6
~ IE., I E
C (1- f) -- C Sin l't"r - -- C SII'I 2'1T"rII , ""It" 12., I 2-rl 1"3 I
(t 140)
(t 151)
(tl 52)
r 4- • .......r I' r= 3 I + ~sm ''I, + 2" Sin 2-re-1 1
+ -21 (r sin Z"lC'"r -f sin 2rrf )+(-21 )(c:.OS 2-=r -c:.oS2"TC"[l,
"It'" 2 "2 I I 11: 2".1'
(t-160) ;";';' f~1
"2.
I. 'I'
+ ~ 5111 -n:-r + - sin 2Tt" r
"2 2TC 2
(t 210) P I r. ---.L-f>. I p.c r. + "9F C SIr) -rc-f + 2. C Sin 21't"r +;;;:- G sin 3~ r14 0 IS 0 Tr 1& 0 ... '~ IS 0
(9)
(t220) = p r-I' P,P Pc.2..0 I "+cc+cS+C;:,
14 j 1'- r 15 ..... 1 16 2 IV ~
o 6
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'..
..,.;....
(-\:; 2""30)
,
(t 2+0)
(t 25 I)
(t 2 52)
(t 4./0)
~ Ie. I!=' r Ie.
= C (1- r) - -=rr C Sin TC"r ~ 2"'- C SlY! 21t:" - -x- C 51n 3'1Lr
14 I 15 I ''- 16 I '"' TC" 17 1
1 I· I r
-2r - ~Sln -rc-r +-=;r-SIr1 2"Tc{ + -3-S/(l 3=-I'~ 1 I rr I
- 2( r - r) - ~ (~ln-n:- r - sin'orr 1+ ~ (sin 2rr r - 5 in zrrr1
Z I· , - 2. I 2. I
I (. r '. 1+ - sin 3= - Sin 3 ~r3-rc- 2 I
. 2
+ ~(r sin 2TCr - r sin 2-rrr] +2 (2~) (c.os 2-rrr -C05 2;rrr1
''" Z 2 1 I 2 I
2-
+(-31 )( r sin 3-rrf - r sin 3~ r1;-(.J-) (cos 3"(,-["' - cos 3-rr r1
rr z 2 I, 1 ",It'" 2 I
PIP . 1 P.
C r+( ) C 5/Yl2-rc-r -+'4-.r-)c'S/114 1lr
25 0 2 -rr- 2~ 0 \." 2'7 0
(t 420) =
(t 430) =
(t 44(0) =
(1;4s l )
p r-r: PIP I
C 'Q.09 I 6 + C 5;- C p
25 r - I' 26 2 27 4-
o 6
E' ~ • F •
C ( I - r )----.L c 5 I VI 2 TCr - -41 C '0 I VI 4- It'
25 I' 2"'1"C" 26 1 "It: 9.7
(b4·5 2 )
(t 460) ,= 3 cr-:-I) - _2- 5 ;n 2-rr r 4- -41 si 114"1'('" r:
2 ~ 2 TC" 2
(9)
("\r1l0)
(v 12.0)
(V22o)
(VI2' )
(-\T22.1)
(tl 10)
(t 130)
(to 210)
(t; 230)
(to 4/0)
(t 430)
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Elastic-plastic Buckling
(Based on the flow theory)
U (tIIO)+ U (tI30)
o
U (t 2\0)+ U (tZ30)
. 0
= u (410 )+ U(t4'30)
,0
- (-t I 4°)- k (-t I 5 I ) + k (t I 52.) + k (t I 60 )
23+
-(t2+0)- k(-t251)+ k (t252)+k ...Ct 2 60)
2 ~ T
P . I ) PIP~ r. + ("'i'F C S I rI ~r. + (-z-) C 51 n 2.1cf
II I 12 I .~ I'!> I
E Ie. IE..
C (1- r.)--:;;=-c Sl/1-n:r- -2-C S/Vl 2-rCr
"it . 1 '... 12 I ~ 1"3 I
PIP' r I p. riP rc r +, -=rr C 5 In~ + --1.--2 C sin 2"Tt:' + C 5 I /'l '3 n:1+ 115 1"1l 1"1 I' /7 I
E ", E. ........L... E • IE.
C (I-r)--C c;IVl-n:-r- c SI1'l2~r-- c 51n3-wf
,., 14- I ,. 15 I 'ZTC"" /(, I 3TC" 1'7 1 ,
PIP 1 P
C r + ~Z"'" C 5111 21lr + 4- C SIn 4-TC r25 I .~ 2(, I'~ Z7 I
\
(t 14-0 ) ( t /5 L) (t= 15.2 J (t 160 ) (e 24-0 )(t- 25"1 )( t 252){ t 2. 60) (t 440 )
, . • '.- 1 , . 1 , , , ,
Ct-45;1),Ct4-5 2) and (t4-60) are the same as inSectiortB.4.2. ,
(9)
B~4,2,d, Plastic Buckling
(Based on the deformation theory)
(VI/O) U (tIIO)- u (t 120)+ u (+130)
I '2 3
(VI20) = u(t2.IO)- u (t 220) + U (tZ3D)1 2 3
(v 2'20) U(t4-IO)- u (t 420) + U (t4-30)
I 2 3
(V" I ) -3
6'-121) 2-
(V221) = - :3
(t /I ~) PIP I rc r: + Ie'" C sIn orr: + ~ c SIn 2~r
II D 12 0 2. 1'3 D
P r-r p 2 P 2(+120 ) CJloj:2. 6+ C 5 +C S
" r - r 12 I 13 1o 6
(tI'30) l' I' 2-rrr= 1- r - -SIt'! Tt'""r - - S.l1'12 'L 2~-rr-
" 2
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,I;
",:
(t 4-10) -
Ct ~20) -
(t4-30) -
~.~: ".-
PIP. f' 1 P, I P, r
c r. +-::;:;::- C Sin-rc -+- -l- C Sin 2-rr-r+ ~c Sin 31l14- 0 ,-. 15 0 2-rr- 16 0 "'.~ 17 0
P," ~- r;, c.P 2 P '2 P 2C'4:~()~ r: _r + 15 ~ I .... Cl6 52 4- Cl7 $3
o b
C. P (1- r )- ,_1- CP sin rrr - _1- cP si n 2lt"r --'- cP sin 3~r
14- :2. lC" I 5 :z 21'C" Ii. 2 3"71:" 17 '2
p r If', I P. rC L+- C Sin 2-rrr+-4 C 5111 4"2.5 0 ~ 2.' 0 1'C" n 0
r r-r P 2 P 2
C ~ '2 6 +C S +c 5
'25 j r- r 2~ 2. ' 27 "f-
a 6
l (1- r.) - -,1_' sin 2n:-r - -i:= sin 4rT
:ZS ~ Z-rr- 2 <t-Tt'" 2
10. TAB L ,E'.S AND F' I G,U R,ES
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TABLE 4.1
Distribution of Stress and Strain, and Secant and Tangent~Moduli
in Plates
Original-State
Domain Strain .Stress E s -E~
0 - bo -a;'/E - 0- E En .
b - b - 4>(~VE - cj>(~) E E0 2
b - b,! 0-;.2/E ~ Ey _ ~2. ~ O-y E E2
Elastic Buckling
0 - Po - (0-..-./E + Ec ] - [0;. + a-c J E E
b - b2 - (4)<'''YE + Ec ) -l4>< ~ >+ a';, ] E E0
~. - b IT"n/E - E 0".,.2 - (Ie. E Ec
Elastic-Plastic Buck~ing
0 - b - (IT"\'YE .~ f c 1 - 0- E crycr + (J"c 00 y I"-t
b - b - (~(~YE + Ec ) - <ry E O""y. + IT" 00 I YcI>(y) c.
b - b - (~(~)'E -r E.c J - ( q,(~) + o--J E 1=I 2
b b (j _ t. 0-;.2 - ~ E E- r2/E2. c
'~,
i ;
Plas t ic "Buckling
0 - b
o - (~YE + ~\ J - cy E<ry +0- 00-;., c
bo - ~ - (q>('E + Ec ) - oy E <r'/4»("') + IT"c 0
b - b - (cjl(~E + Ec J - <ry E <rY4>Ul) +tr 0I 2. c.
b2 - b - [£e- - (jrYE ] - (Ty E<i'y -4- (jr2 0<rc.
-. <I+a- <lYl b.a + <11"210>0 IT"1"' + 0;..2where 4> (~) = (/ - (OJ-b) 1"' \'"2. ~
rl 0 b - b b - b . b - b2 _ 0 2 0 2 0
• a- E= El! c..
TABLE 6.1
Dimensions of Columns
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Column Sl Column S2
Thickness of Plate (2t) in. 0.25 0.25
Width of Plate (2b) .. 16.25in. 11.25
Length of Column (L ) in. . ,', " 50.0 80.0
bit 45.0 65.0
Result of Tension Coupon Tests
cry (Parent Material) ksi 39.0 38.5
<Jy (Welded Portion.~) ksi 45.0 43.0
Result of Residual Stress Measurements,
Compressive crr , (U"r I ) ksi 12.5 10.5
Tensile CT'r , ( (Jr2 ) ksi 39.0 38.5
0;.,/ cry 0.320 0.273
fA 0.500 0.500,.
,.,
Result of Local Buckling Tests
Critical Load, Pcr ' kips 340 261
Ultimate Load, Pu ' kips 357 337
Critical Stress ,CT'c.r' kips 30.2 16.0
Ultimate Strength,o-u, kips 31. 7 20.7
~r/cry 0.775 0.415
Ch.c / cry 0.813 0.538
..
theoretical Prediction
Corresponding to ~rl/cry 0.795 0.390
(10)
STRESS
o
cry
STRESS
o
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unloading
STRAIN
(0) GENERAL CASE
unloading
STRAIN
(b) IDEALIZED RELATIONSHIP FOR STEEL
(ELASTIC PERFECTLY PLASTIC MATERIAL)
Fig. 3.1 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
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Fig. 4.5 COORDINATE AXES FOR PLATE ELEMENTS
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Fig. 5.6 CRITICAL BUCKLING STRAIN OF PLATE
WITH RESIDUAL STRESSES (FLOW THEORY)
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